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 Supercapacitors have attracted considerable attention over the past decades 
because of their higher power density and longer cycle life than secondary 
batteries as well as their higher energy density compared with conventional 
electrical double-layer capacitors. Recently, graphene has emerged as a rapidly 
rising star in the field of material science. Due to the unique properties compared 
with other carbon materials, graphene becomes an attractive electrode material 
and also substrate material when compounded with polymers and inorganic 
particles for supercapacitors. 
 However, large scale production of high quality graphene still remains 
challenging using current technologies. Meanwhile, agglomeration of graphene 
sheets is an important issue which needs to be addressed for graphene based 
composites as supercapacitor electrodes, which will definitely affect their 
electrochemical properties.  
 The main aim of this thesis is to design and prepare chemically modified 
graphene sheets with high quality, and graphene based materials with enhanced 
electrochemical performance. 
 A series of surfactant-stabilized graphene materials were prepared by 
intercalation of graphene oxide (GO) with different surfactants, 
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS), followed by reduction 
using hydrazine. The materials were fully characterized, and the surfactants were 
found to be successfully intercalated in both GO and the reduced graphene oxide. 
As well as stabilizing the morphology of single layer or few-layer structure of 
graphene sheets during reduction, the presence of surfactants in graphene 
materials can also enhance the wettability of the graphene surface and thus 
improve its performance as a supercapacitor electrode. When the graphene 
materials were used as an electrode for a supercapacitor, the highest specific 
capacitance of 194 F g-1 was obtained from the TBAOH stabilized graphene at a 
specific current density of 1 A g-1 in 2 M H2SO4 electrolyte.  
 Conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids (PILs) intercalated reduced 
graphene oxide materials were prepared for high performance supercapacitor 
electrode materials. Two polyfluorene homo-polymer (hoPIL) and co-polymer 
 vii 
 
(coPIL) carrying hexyl imidazolium bromide side chains were designed and 
synthesized. Their corresponding intercalated reduced graphene oxide materials 
hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO exhibited good electrochemical performance in 
aqueous electrolytes as well as in ionic liquid electrolyte 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (BMIMBF4). Electrochemical performance 
of the two composites was investigated in aqueous electrolyte using three 
electrode system. Specific capacitances as high as 223 and 222 F g-1 for hoPIL-
RGO and coPIL-RGO composites were measured and with good cycling stability. 
Three-electrode system and two-electrode system were employed to investigate 
the electrochemical performance of these composites in ionic liquid electrolyte, 
and a high specific capacitance of 132 F g-1 can be obtained for coPIL-RGO at 
room temperature at a current density of 0.5 A g-1. When assembled into a 
symmetric two-electrode cell with graphene materials as electrode and 
BMIMBF4/acetonitrile (1:1) as electrolyte, an energy density of 14.7 Wh kg-1 was 
obtained for coPIL-RGO at a current density of 0.5 A g-1, and a maximum power 
density of 347 kW kg-1 was achieved for hoPIL-RGO at a current density of 5 A g-
1 with good cycling stability. 
 Polyaniline nanofibers were prepared by in situ polymerization of aniline in the 
presence of surfactants such as tetrabutylammonium hydroxide and sodium 
dodecyl benzenesulfonate stabilized graphene under acidic condition. A 
homogeneous dispersion of individual graphene sheets within the polymer matrix 
was achieved due to the good dispersibility of surfactant-stabilized graphene in 
aqueous phase. The morphology and electrochemical properties of both 
components were well preserved due to the mild reaction conditions. The 
composite materials were used for supercapacitor electrode and a high specific 
capacitance of 526 F g-1 was obtained at a current density of 0.2 A g-1 with good 
cycling stability. 
 Polypyrrole (PPy) nanowires were prepared by in situ polymerization of pyrrole 
in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide stabilized graphene (GCR). 
PPy nanowire/GCR composites with different loading ratios were tested as 
supercapacitor electrode materials in both 1 M H2SO4 (aq.) and 1 M KCl (aq.) 
electrolytes, and different electrochemical behaviors were observed. The 
incorporation of GCR nanosheets into the PPy nanowire matrix obviously 
improved the electrochemical performance of PPy and a high specific capacitance 
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of 492 F g-1 can be obtained for PPyGCR91 in 1 M H2SO4 at a current density of 
0.2 A g-1 with good cycling stability. 
 Nanostructured MnO2 with different morphologies, i.e. amorphous, lamellar and 
needle-like, was incorporated with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide stabilized 
graphene (GTR) with different mass ratios. A systematic approach has been used 
to investigate the morphology, structure and electrochemical performance of these 
materials for supercapacitor electrodes. It was found that the morphology, 
crystallinity and composition all played important roles in the capacitor 
performance. Needle-like MnO2 (N-Mn)/GTR composites with high surface area 
and good crystallinity showed better performance compared with the other two 
systems. A new morphology emerged in N-Mn/GTR13; meanwhile high specific 
capacitances of 280 F g-1 for the N-Mn/GTR13 composite and 631 F g-1 for MnO2 
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 Sustainable and renewable resources are being intensively pursued owing to the 
diminishing supply of fossil fuels, increasing environmental pollution and climate 
change. Nowadays, demands for green energy production and proper energy storage 
systems are more essential than ever for the sake of environmental protection and 
replacement of fossil fuels. With a rapid growth in renewable energy production from 
sun and wind, as well as the development of electric vehicles or hybrid electric 
vehicles with low CO2 emissions, energy storage systems such as supercapacitors and 
batteries have received increasing attention [1]. Supercapacitors, also known as 
electrochemical capacitors or ultracapacitors, have attracted significant attention 
recently because of their high power density, long cycle life (>100 000 cycles), simple 
principle of operation, and rapid charging-discharging rates [2]. Figure 1 illustrates 
the plot of power density against energy density, also called a Ragone plot, for the 
most important energy storage systems. Supercapacitors occupy an important position 
in terms of specific energy as well as the specific power in the plot. With much higher 
power density than lithium ion batteries and much larger energy density compared to 
conventional capacitors, supercapacitors seem to be the best possible candidate to 
meet the increasing requirements of energy storage systems in the twenty first century. 
Supercapacitors are already widely used in consumer electronics, memory back-up 
systems, industrial power, energy management, public transportation, and military 
devices. A recent application of supercapacitors in emergency doors on Airbus A380 
planes has shown their safe and reliable performance [1]. A typical supercapacitor 
exhibits an energy density in the range of 5-10 Wh kg-1, which is much higher than 
the conventional dielectric capacitors, but significantly lower than conventional 
batteries (120-170 Wh kg-1 for lithium ion batteries). Coupling with batteries (or 
another power source) is still required for supplying energy for longer periods of time 
[3]. Thus, there is still a long way to go to increase the energy performance of 




Figure 1.1 Ragone plot, showing the specific power against specific energy for 
various electrical energy storage devices [1].  
 Generally, on the basis of the energy storage mechanism, supercapacitors can be 
classified into two categories. One is the electrical double layer capacitor (EDLC), 
where the capacitance comes from the pure electrostatic charge accumulated at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface. Carbon-based materials with a high surface area that is 
accessible to the electrolyte ions are usually used. Since there is no physical change 
within the electrodes during charge and discharge, EDLCs can sustain millions of 
cycles with a typical energy density of 5 Wh kg-1. The other category is the pseudo-
capacitor, which is based on fast and reversible faradaic redox reactions using 
electrode materials such as electrically conducting polymers and transition metal 
oxides. This pseudo-capacitance can be superimposed on electric double-layer 
capacitance. The energy densities of pseudocapacitance-based devices can be greater 
than EDLCs, however, the phase changes within the electrode due to the faradaic 
reaction limits their lifetime and power density [4]. These two mechanisms can 
function simultaneously depending on the nature of the electrode materials, and a 
desired synergetic effect can be achieved.  
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 The newly emerging carbon material graphene, a two-dimensional sheet of sp2 
bonded carbon atoms, has received a rapidly growing research interest owing to its 
extraordinary electronic and mechanical properties in the past few years [5, 6]. 
Graphene also possesses high specific surface area (theoretically 2630 m2 g-1) with 
intrinsic capacitance of up to 21 µF cm-2, which is higher than those of all other 
carbon-based materials [7]. Moreover, graphene offers superior chemical stability, 
large surface-to-volume ratio, and a broad electrochemical window, which render it as 
an attractive electrode material and also substrate material when compounded with 
polymers and inorganic particles for lithium ion batteries and electrochemical 
capacitors [1, 8]. Recently, there have been great interests in graphene-based electrode 
materials for supercapacitors and lithium-ion batteries. However, large scale 
production of high quality graphene still remains challenging using current 
technologies, including mechanical exfoliation, epitaxial growth on silicon carbide or 
metal surface, reduction of graphene oxide (GO), and others [9]. Though chemical 
reduction of exfoliated GO is commonly regarded as an efficient technique for the 
low-cost and bulk production of graphene sheets, irreversible aggregation of graphene 
sheets during reduction is inevitable, and it will cause the possible decrease of the 
effective surface area and affect their electrochemical properties. Thus, it is important 
to prevent the agglomeration of graphene sheets and have them homogeneously 
dispersed in the matrix in order to improve the performance of graphene based 
composites for supercapacitor. 
1.2 Objectives and scope of thesis 
 This thesis aims to design and prepare chemically modified graphene sheets, and 
graphene-based materials with enhanced electrochemical performance in terms of 
high energy and power densities as well as good cycling stability. A series of 
graphene-based materials were prepared, characterized and evaluated in the field of 
electrocapacitive properties with specific purpose to: 
· prevent the agglomeration of graphene sheets during reduction of graphene oxide 
and improve the specific capacitance by intercalating of organic ionic surfactants. 
· design conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids modified graphene 
materials for high-performance supercapacitor electrodes in aqueous electrolytes 
as well as ionic liquid electrolyte. 
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· prepare nanostructured manganese dioxide/graphene composites as supercapacitor 
electrodes and identify the effect of morphology, crystallinity and composition. 
· investigate electrochemical performance of materials consisting of 1D conducting 
polymers and surfactant-intercalated reduced graphene oxide. 
 It is envisaged that the results presented in this thesis will provide simple and 
effective approaches for the preparation of chemically modified graphene materials, 
as well as graphene based materials for supercapacitor electrodes. The systematic 
investigation of electrochemical properties of these materials in the thesis also enables 
a better understanding of the graphene-based materials as electrodes for 
supercapacitors.  
1.3 Structure of this thesis 
 Beginning from a brief introduction to supercapacitors and graphene in Chapter 1, 
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review on the working principles of 
supercapacitors, methods for evaluating the electrochemical performance of 
supercapacitors, and the different electrode materials for supercapacitors. Presented in 
Chapter 3 are the chemicals and reagents and experimental techniques used in this 
thesis work. Chapter 4 discusses the preparation, characterization and electrochemical 
properties of surfactant-stabilized graphene electrode materials using various organic 
ionic surfactants. Chapter 5 reports the research work of conjugated polyfluorene 
imidazolium ionic liquids intercalated reduced graphene oxide as high performance 
supercapacitor electrode materials and symmetric two-electrode supercapacitor cells 
were assembled with ionic liquid electrolyte to determine their energy density and 
power density. Chapter 6 describes the investigation on the composite materials of 
nanostructured MnO2 with surfactant modified reduced graphene as supercapacitor 
electrodes, emphasizing on the effect of morphology, crystallinity and composition. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of preparation of surfactant-stabilized 
graphene/polyaniline nanofiber composites and their electrocapacitive performance. 
Chapter 8 discusses the experimental data of surfactant intercalated 
graphene/polypyrrole wire composites. Different electrochemical behaviours of the 
composite electrodes in acid and neutral electrolytes were observed. Finally, Chapter 
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2.1 Working principles and methods of experimental evaluation of 
supercapacitors 
2.1.1 The mechanisms of energy storage in supercapacitors 
 Supercapacitors are electrochemical energy storage devices. They can be classified 
into two categories in terms of the way energy is stored: electrical double layer 
capacitor (EDLC), where the capacitance comes from the pure electrostatic charge 
accumulation at the electrode/electrolyte interface, and pseudo-capacitor in which 
capacitance is developed from fast and reversible redox processes at characteristic 
potentials due to electro-active species. These two mechanisms usually function 
together in a supercapacitor. In the following paragraphs, mechanisms of energy 
storage in supercapacitors will be discussed in detail. 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of a parallel-plate capacitor. 
 As is commonly known, conventional electrostatic capacitors typically consist of 
two electrical conductors separated by a dielectric, and electric charge is accumulated 
and stored inside the concentrated electric field between two conductive plates (Figure 
2.1). However, conventional electrostatic capacitors store little energy due to the 
limited plate area and geometric constrained separation distance between the two 
charged plates. Supercapacitors based on the EDL mechanism can store much more 
energy because of the large interfacial area and the atomic-scale charge separation 
distances. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, in the 1920s, Stern developed and modified 
EDL mode based on the previous studies by Helmhotz, Gouy and Chapman [1]. Two 
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regions of ion distribution were explicitly recognized in Stern mode-the inner compact 
layer or Stern layer and the outer region called the diffuse layer. In compact layer, 
ions (very often hydrated) are strongly adsorbed by the electrode. The compact layer 
consists of specifically adsorbed ions in the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and non-
specifically adsorbed counterions in the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). The diffuse 
layer is the region in the vicinity of an electrode, where a continuous distribution of 
electrolyte ions driven by thermal motion in the electrolyte solution. 
 The total double-layer capacitance Cdl of the electric double layer includes the 
Stern type compact double-layer capacitance (CH) and the diffusion region double-
layer capacitance (Cdiff), expressed as equation followed: 
dl H diff
1 1 1= +
C C C            (2.1) 
 The EDL behaviour at a planar electrode surface depends on the electrical field 
across the electrode, intrinsic properties of electrode and electrolyte, and chemical 
affinity between the adsorbed ions and the electrode surface, etc. 
 
Figure 2.2 Proposed Stern model of the double-layer region under conditions where 
anions are specifically adsorbed. IHP is the inner Helmholtz plane; OHP is the outer 
Helmholtz plane. 
 Figure 2.3 schematically illustrates an EDLC based on porous electrode material, 
which consists of two electrodes in contact with an electrolyte solution separated by a 
separator. The capacitance for an EDL-type supercapacitor is generally assumed to 





V d            (2.2) 
where Q is the total charge on the plates, V is the voltage imposed across the 
capacitor, A (m2 g-1) is the specific area of the electrode/electrolyte interface 
accessible to ions, d (m) is the thickness of the effective thickness of the EDL (also 
known as the Debye length), ε0 = 8.854×10-12 F m-1 is the permittivity of vacuum and 
εr (a dimensionless constant) is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte. Carbon 
materials with a high surface area mainly follow the EDLC rule for energy storage. 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of an EDLC based on porous electrode materials 
and illustration of the potential drop at the electrode/electrolyte interface. 
 During the charging process, electrons travel from the negative electrode to the 
positive electrode through an external circuit. Within the electrolyte, cations move 
towards the negative electrode while anions move towards the positive electrode. 
During discharging process, the reverse processes take place. EDLCs only involve 
physical adsorption of ions in this manner, with no charge transfers or ion exchanges 
between the electrode and electrolyte.  
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 Different from the EDL capacitance, pseudocapacitance arises for thermodynamic 
reasons and is ascribed to the extent of charge stored Δq and the change of the 
potential ΔV as follows: 
C = d(Δq)/(d ΔV)           (2.3)  
 When a potential is applied to a pseudocapacitor, fast and reversible faradaic 
reactions (redox reactions) take place on the electrode materials, and the passage of 
charge across the electrode/electrolyte interface is involved. Unlike redox processes in 
a battery, faradaic processes in a pseudo-capacitor are subject to a thermodynamic 
change of potential during the accumulation of charge and thus have better 
reversibility as well as higher power [2]. 
 Three types of faradaic processes occur at the pseudocapacitive electrodes: (1) 
reversible adsorption of proton or metal ions from the electrolyte; (2) redox reactions 
involving ions from the electrolyte; and (3) reversible doping-dedoping processes in 
conducting polymer based electrodes [1]. Meanwhile, an EDL capacitance component 
which is proportional to the electrochemical accessible interfacial area usually 
accompanies with the redox reactions.  
 The most commonly known active species are surface functional groups on carbon 
materials, electrically conducting polymers, and transition metal oxides such as 
ruthenium oxide, manganese oxide and vanadium nitride. In principle, pseudo-
capacitors can provide a higher energy density than EDLCs, especially in systems 
where multiple oxidation states can be accessed. As reported by Conway et al. [3], the 
capacitance of a pseudo-capacitor can be 10-100 times higher than the electrostatic 
capacitance of an EDLC. However, a pseudo-capacitor usually suffers from a low 
power density and lack of stability during cycling due to the relatively slow faradaic 
process and the physical changes of electrodes during charge/discharge. 
2.1.2 Methods for evaluation of supercapacitors 
 The structure of the supercapacitor is similar to that of a battery. A single-cell 
supercapacitor consists of two electrodes in contact with an electrolyte solution 
separated by a separator, as shown in Figure 2.3. The entire cell can be treated as two 
capacitors in series. Figure 2.4 illustrates the resistor-capacitor (RC) equivalent circuit 
representation of a single-cell supercapacitor. Ca and Cc are the capacitances of the 
anode and cathode, respectively. Rs is the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the 
cell. RF is the resistance responsible for the self-discharge of a single electrode. The 




1 1 1= +
C C C            (2.4) 
 
Figure 2.4 Resistor-capacitor (RC) equivalent circuit representation of the basic 
operation of a single-cell supercapcitor. 
 If the two electrodes are the same, namely, Ca = Cc, the overall capacitance CT 
would be half of either one electrode’s capacitance, the corresponding supercapacitor 
is called a symmetric supercapacitor. In the case of anode and cathode materials are 
different, that is, Ca ≠ Cc, the corresponding supercapacitor is called an asymmetric 
supercapacitor. CT is mainly dominated by the one with smaller capacitance [4]. In 
general, the capacitance and stored charge essentially depend on the electrode material 
used.  
 The maximum energy stored (E) and power densities delivered (P) for such a 












R              (2.6) 
where V is the cell voltage (in volts), CT is the total capacitance of the cell (in farads) 
and Rs is the ESR (in ohms).  
 From these two equations, it can be seen that V, CT and Rs are three crucial 
parameters to the final performance of the supercapacitor. The cell voltage is 
dependent on the materials used for the electrode and limited by the thermodynamic 
stability of the electrolyte solution. ESR comes from various types of resistance 
associated with the intrinsic electronic properties of the electrode matrix and 
electrolyte solution, mass transfer resistance of ions in the matrix, and contact 
resistance between the current collector and the electrode [5]. Capacitances of both 
electrodes have to be increased in order to increase the overall cell capacitance. 
Therefore, a large capacitance value, high operating cell voltage and minimum ESR 
should be achieved simultaneously for a supercapacitor to have good performance. 
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Thus, it is obvious that the study and development of both electrode materials and the 
electrolyte solutions are required in order to optimize the overall performance of the 
supercapacitor. 
 A three-electrode electrochemical cell is commonly used in electrochemical 
research to determine electrochemical-specific material characteristics, consisting of a 
working electrode, a reference electrode, and a counter electrode. The specific 
capacitance of a single electrode reported in the literature is based on a three-electrode 
cell configuration. A two-electrode test fixture configuration that closely mimics the 
unit cell configuration will more closely match the performance of a packaged 
supercapacitor cell and provide better indication of the electrode materials’ 
electrochemical performance [6]. Two-electrode test fixtures are either commercially 
available or can be easily fabricated from two stainless steel plates as shown in Figure 
2.5 [7]. With regard to the three-electrode configuration, only the working electrode 
contains the material is analyzed and the applied voltage and charge transfer across 
the single electrode are obviously different with a two-electrode cell configuration. 
Most significantly, for a three-electrode cell, the voltage potential applied to the 
working electrode is the potential range set to the electrochemical system and is with 
respect to the particular reference electrode used. In a symmetrical two-electrode cell, 
the potential differences apply to the electrochemical system distribute equally to each 
electrode. Therefore, for a given potential range on the electrochemical system, the 
working electrode of a three-electrode cell has twice the potential range applied as is 
applied to the electrodes in a two electrode cell, which results in a doubling of the 
calculated capacitance. Simple schematics presenting cell connections of two-
electrode and three-electrode are shown in Figure 2.6. As shown in Figure 2.6 b, the 
RE in close proximity of WE can control the interfacial potential accurately. 
Meanwhile, energy density (Wh kg-1) and power density (W kg-1) are based on the 
specific capacitance (CT) of a two-electrode cell system, and they are the key 





Figure 2.5 Two-electrode test cell configuration [7].  
 
Figure 2.6 Schematics presenting cell connections of two-electrode and three-
electrode. WE, RE and CE stand for working electrode, reference electrode and 
counter electrode, respectively. 
2.1.3 Principle and method of experimental evaluation  
 Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD), and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are the most commonly used 
techniques to evaluate the electrochemical performance of supercapacitors.  
 A CV curve generally exhibits a rectangular shape when the capacitance merely 
derives from the EDL and there is no faradaic reaction involved. The specific 
capacitance is estimated from the current at the middle point of potential range (I) and 
scan rate (v) according to the equation CT = I/mv, where m is the mass of active 
material. As for pseudocapacitors, the pseudocapacitive behavior usually leads to a 
deviation from the rectangular shape which may accompanied with the presence of 
redox peaks. Thus, the average capacitance is calculated by using the voltammetric 
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in which Q (in C) is the total charge obtained by the integration of the area under the 
CV curve, m (in g) is the mass of active material in two electrodes, ν (in V s-1) is the 
scan rate, (V = V+ - V-) represents the potential window between the positive and 
negative electrodes [8].  
 For the GCD technique, the potential is generally linear with regard to the 
charge/discharge time (dV/dt = constant) during a constant current operation. The total 
specific capacitance of a supercapacitor cell (CT) can be expressed as equation (2.8): 
T = /d
IC
mdV t             (2.8) 
in which I (in A) is the discharge current, m (in g) is the total mass of active materials 
in two electrodes, and dV/dt is the slope of discharge curve. It is recommended that 
the specific capacitance should be calculated by using two data points from the 
discharge curve with dV/dt = (Vmax - ½Vmax)/(t2-t1), especially in the case of the 
nonlinear response between potential and time resulting from pseudocapacitive 
behaviors [6]. Here, t2 and t1 (in s) are the discharge times at the points of maximum 
potential (Vmax) and half of the voltage (½Vmax). In some fundamental research, 
transformed equations below are also used to calculate the maximum energy density 













t           (2.10) 
 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool to investigate the 
supercapacitor frequency behavior and ESR. EIS measurement is conducted at the 
open-circuit potential (OCP) by applying a small-amplitude AC perturbation (e.g., ±5 
to ±10 mV) over a range of frequencies (e.g. 10 mHz to 10 kHz). The resistance (Z) is 
defined as Z = Z' + jZ'', where Z' and Z'' are the real part and the imaginary part of 
impedance, respectively. The specific capacitance is calculated from the imaginary 







            (2.11)  
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where f (in Hz) is the frequency, and m is the mass of electrode materials. 
 Nyquist plot is a most commonly used expression for EIS, and is a plot of 
imaginary part of impedance against the real part. The equivalent series resistance 
(ESR) of the electrode can be obtained from the x intercept of the Nyquist plot, 
implying the conductivity of both active materials and electrolyte. A semicircle over 
the high frequency can be seen for supercapacitors with obvious pseudo-behavior. A 
charge transfer resistance can be obtained from the diameter of this arc, including the 
contact resistance within the electrode material, and resistance associated with the 
type of interaction between electrolyte and electrode, which depends on the system. A 
45º sloped line at low frequency ranges is associated with the ion diffusion caused by 
redox reactions at the electrode or the diffusion of the electrolyte ions within the 
electrode. A nearly vertical line usually can be seen at the very low frequency which is 
the characteristic feature an ideal capacitor. The quantitative interpretation for these 
parameters can be obtained by fitting the impedance spectra using the electrical 
equivalent as shown in Figure 2.7. In this circuit, CL is the limit capacitance, W is the 
Warburg impedance, Re is the charge-transfer resistance, Ce is the double-layer 
capacitance (constant phase element (CPE) is also used to model the behaviour of a 
double-layer) and Rb is the uncompensated resistance where resistance of electrolyte 
is contained.  
 
Figure 2.7 Illustration of a Nyquist plot and its corresponding equivalent circuit for 
impedance fitting analysis. 
 It should be noted that the analysis and understanding of EIS would be conducted 
carefully on a case-by-case basis, especially for the pseudocapacitive materials with a 
complex kinetics of electrode process since a prefect semicircle is generally not 
obtained [10].  
 For packaged cells and two-electrode cells, ESR is typically determined from the 
GCD tests using the IR drop at the beginning of the discharge curve. The ESR is the 
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value calculated from the change in voltage (IR drop) divided by the total change in 
current applied. Typically the initial current is set close to zero to stabilize the voltage 
prior to initiating discharge. In the case that the current is switched directly from full 
charge to full discharge, the resulting voltage drop should be divided by twice the 







            (2.12) 
2.2 Background of graphene-based materials and their application for 
supercapacitor electrodes 
 Graphene is an emerging carbon material with unique two-dimensional honeycomb 
lattice structure, which is the basic building block of other carbon allotropes with 
different dimensionalities. In the following part, studies about carbon-based electrode 
materials, the development of fabrication of graphene, and graphene-based materials 
for supercapacitor electrodes will be reviewed. 
2.2.1 Carbon materials 
 Carbon materials are considered as the prospective electrode materials for 
industrialization. Low cost, easy processing, high specific surface area, good 
electronic conductivity non-toxicity, nature abundance, environmental-friendliness, 
and high stability make carbons the most preferable materials to date [11]. Normally, 
carbon materials store charges mainly in an electrochemical double-layer formed at 
the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte, rather than in the bulk of the 
active material. Therefore, the capacitance predominantly depends on the surface area 
accessible to the electrolyte ions.  
 A variety of carbon materials such as activated carbon (AC), carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs), template porous carbon, carbon nanofibres and carbon aerogels are widely 
used as electrode materials of supercapacitors due to their high surface area. In most 
cases, the measured specific capacitances of carbon materials in real supercapacitors 
are less than those stated in the literature, with values in the range of 75-175 F g-1 for 
aqueous electrolytes and 40-100 F g-1 for organic electrolytes [4].  
 The specific surface area plays an important role in the case of electrical double 
layer (EDL) charge storage. For high surface areas, more sites are available for the 
accumulation of ions by electrostatic interactions, and thus, an improved capacitance 
can be obtained. Many methods have been investigated to increase the specific area of 
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carbon materials, including heat treatment, alkaline treatment, steam or CO2 
activation, and plasma surface treatment with NH3 [12-22]. 
 However, specific capacitance is sometimes not directly proportional to the 
specific surface area in view of the pore size of the electrode material. Porous carbon 
materials commonly consisting of pores with a wide range of sizes, which can be 
divided into three main categories based on the dimension of their diameters: 1) 
micropores (˂2 nm), 2) mesopores (2-50 nm), and 3) macropores (˃50 nm). 
Micropores play an essential adsorption role for the formation of the electrical double 
layer since electroadsorption in mesopores is not as efficient as that in micropores in 
view of maximum utilization of the porous surface area. Moreover, micropores are 
important because they are closer to the dimension of ions: a micropore that is larger 
than the ion can be accessed easily; conversely, access to smaller pores may be 
difficult due to a sieving effect. However, presence of mesopores is necessary for the 
smooth transfer of electrolyte ions into the bulk of the active material to access the 
micropores. Thus, enhanced capacitance can be observed in the presence of 
mesopores on the surface [23, 24]. It has been also reported that the match between 
pore size and ion size could lead to an enhancement of the double-layer capacitance 
compared to larger pores [25-26]. Therefore, a high specific area as well as a suitable 
pore size distribution is essential to achieve a maximum charge-storage performance. 
 In general, electrochemical performance depends on several mutually interlinked 
parameters, that is, total specific surface area, the nature of the porosity of the 
electrode, the pore size distribution, and the conductivity of the electrode material. 
Furthermore, excessive activation will lead to large pore volume, which results in the 
drawbacks of low material density and conductivity. These in turn cause a low 
volumetric energy density and loss of power capability [5].  
 In addition to high specific surface area and appropriate pore size, surface 
functionalization has also been considered as an effective way to improve the specific 
capacitance of carbon materials. Surface functional groups or heteroatoms can affect 
the wettability of carbon surface and may induce faradaic redox reactions. 
Heteroatoms such as oxygen, nitrogen, boron, and sulphur are commonly present in a 
carbon framework. The introduction of nitrogen has been investigated extensively in 
the literature [27-30]. However, active surface functional groups (especially oxygen-
containing acidic groups) may increase the risk of electrolyte decomposition, 
particularly for an organic electrolyte. In addition, the intrinsic electrical resistance of 
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the material may increase because the bonded heteroatoms possess higher reactivity, 
resulting in barriers to electron transfer. 
2.2.2 Introduction of Graphene 
 Graphene, a single layer graphite with close-packed conjugated hexagonal lattices, 
is recognized as the basic building block of all dimensional graphitic materials 
including the wrapped 0D buckyballs (fullerenes), the rolled 1D nanotubes and the 
stacked 3D graphite as shown in Figure 2.8 [31, 32].  
 
Figure 2.8 Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon materials of all other 
dimensionalities [31].  
 Recently, graphene has emerged as a rapidly rising star in the field of material 
science owing to its high intrinsic carrier mobility (200 000 cm2 V-1 s-1) [31], 
excellent thermal conductivity (~5000 W m-1 K-1) [33], high optical transmittance 
(~97.7%) [34], high theoretical specific surface area (2630 m2 g-1), and superior 
mechanical strength [35]. Meanwhile, not just do one-layer graphene materials have 
interesting properties, multilayered graphene nanostructures are equally interesting 
and worthy of investigation [36]. 
 The first piece of graphene sheet was obtained in 2004 by Geim and coworkers via 
manual mechanical cleavage of graphite with a Scotch tape [32]. The discovery of 
graphene led to an explosion of interest in graphene based materials with respect to its 
unique properties. Graphene materials can be prepared by a top-down approach and 
bottom-up approach. Top-down approach means the decomposition of higher 
structures, mainly graphite but also carbon nanotubes to form graphene structured 
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materials. Bottom-up approach refers to the synthesis of graphene usually from 
hydrocarbon gas or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. Until now, several 
physical and chemical methods have been investigated to produce individual graphene 
or chemically modified graphene. The physical methods mainly include: (a) 
micromechanical exfoliation of graphite [32], (b) epitaxial growth on electrically 
insulating surfaces such as SiC [37], (c) chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and 
epitaxial growth on metal substrates [38], and (d) etching multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) on a silicon substrate [39]. Among these methods, mechanical 
cleavage of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) involves the use of a Scotch 
tape to peel off single or few layers of graphene via a layer by layer technique 
followed by depositing on a silicon substrate assisted by an organic solvent [32]. In 
the case of epitaxial growth on SiC, it requires high temperatures exceeding 1100 ºC 
for the sublimation of silicon, and the remained carbon is rearranged to form graphene 
[37]. As for the metal-supported epitaxial growth of graphene via CVD, it makes use 
of the pyrolysis of hydrocarbon compounds on the surface of a metal catalyst at high 
temperature under low or ultrahigh vacuum conditions [38]. Etching multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes involves deposition of MWCNTs on a silicon substrate, covering 
them with PMMA, and consequently etching them by plasma to afford graphene 
ribbons [39].  
 
Figure 2.9 Graphene nanoribbons (GNR) etched from multiwalled carbon nanotubes. 
(a) Pristine MWCNT used as the starting raw material. (b) MWCNT deposited on a Si 
substrate and then coated with a PMMA film. (c) PMMA-MWCNT film peeled from 
the Si substrate, turned over and then exposed to an Ar plasma. (d-g), Several possible 
products generated after etching for differenttimes: GNRs with CNT cores obtained 
after etching for a short time t1 (d); tri-, bi- and single-layer GNRs produced after 
etching for times t2, t3 and t4, respectively (t4˃t3˃t2˃t1) (e-g). (h) The PMMA was 
removed to release the GNR [39].  
 Chemical methods mainly include: (a) oxidation-exfoliation-reduction of graphite 
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powder [40], (b) directly exfoliating graphite via sonication [41, 42], intercalation [43, 
44] or quenching [45], (c) electrochemical synthesis of graphene, either by 
electrochemical reduction of GO [46] or electrolytic exfoliation of graphite in the 
presence of dispersing agents [47]. A fourth approach is (d) unzipping carbon 
nanotubes for graphene nanoribbon by chemical oxidation [48]. Another one (e) is 
chemical synthesis of graphene [49-51].  
 
Figure 2.10 Molecular models show the conversion process from graphite to 
hydrazine reduced graphene oxide [52].  
 Besides, the other important methods employed to produce graphene samples are 
the arc discharge method [53, 54], substrate-free gas-phase synthesis of graphene [55, 
56], the ball milling approach [57, 58] and solvent-assisted exfoliation method [59]. 
 Among all these methods, oxidative exfoliation of natural graphite by a thermal or 
oxidation technique followed by chemical reduction has been considered one of the 
most efficient methods for low cost and large-scale production of graphene, while 
other methods are generally constrained by low yields, throughput, high cost, and 
processing limitations [60]. This approach involves the heavy oxidation of graphite to 
produce graphene oxide (GO). GO is heavily oxygenated, bearing hydroxyl, epoxide, 
carbonyl and carboxyl functional groups on the edges and in the plane, making it 
strongly hydrophilic and dispersible in solvents. 
 To date, efforts at graphite oxidation and exfoliation have been focused primarily 
on intercalation, chemical derivatization, thermal expansion, oxidation-reduction, the 
use of surfactants, or some combination of these. The subsequent reduction of 
exfoliated GO sheets to graphene can be carried out by using reducing chemical 
agents (such as hydrazine hydrate, dimethylhydrazine and hydroquinone), 
photocatalytic reduction, electrochemical reduction, thermal reduction, and a 
hydrothermal/solvothermal route generally combined with the reducing agent [61].  
 However, graphene obtained from reduction of GO generally suffers from 
irreversible agglomeration, thus making further processing and application difficult. 
Many researches have been focusing in how to prevent the aggregation of graphene 
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sheets in solution. Wallace et al. [62] demonstrated that reduced graphene could be 
prepared by maintaining a high pH value during chemical reduction without the need 
for polymeric or surfactant stabilizers. Recently, amphiphilic functional molecules 
such as polymers and surfactant, etc. have been shown to act as agents for enhancing 
the solubility of graphene [63-65]. Meanwhile, in view of the fact that commonly used 
reductant agents such as hydrazine and NaBH4 are toxic and/or explosive to some 
extent, it is desirable to explore a green chemistry route for the reduction of GO. 
Environmentally friendly reductants such as ascorbic acid [66-68], reducing sugars 
(such as glucose, fructose and sucrose) [69], reducing metal powder (such as 
aluminium, iron and zinc) [70-72] have been proposed as green reductants for the 
synthesis of graphene. Novel dehydration or deoxygenation process also provided an 
effective route for obtaining graphene with high stability without using reductants. A 
stable graphene suspension could be quickly prepared by simply heating a GO 
suspension under strongly alkaline conditions at moderate temperatures (50-90 oC) 
[73]. Loh et al. [74] reported a simple, clean and controlled hydrothermal dehydration 
route to convert GO to stable graphene solution. Recently, Müllen et al. [75] 
developed a UV-irradiated photochemical reduction method to reduce GO to obtain 
stable graphene, and H3PW12O40 was used as photocatalyst. More interesting, Tour et 
al. [76] demonstrated that environmental bacteria could be also employed as an 
electron donor to reduce graphene. 
 
Figure 2.11 (a) Illustration for the deoxygenation of exfoliated GO under alkaline 
conditions and b) images of the exfoliated-GO suspension (~0.5 mg mL-1) before and 
after reaction. The control experiment in b) was carried out by heating the pristine 




2.2.3 Graphene-based materials for EDLCs 
 Graphene-based ultracapacitors were developed by Rao and co-workers [77]. So 
far, graphene-based materials have been demonstrated to exhibit excellent 
performance as electrode materials in supercapacitors. Ruoff et al. [78] reported a 
novel graphene-based supercapacitor from chemically modified graphene (CMG), and 
demonstrated its large specific capacitances of 135 and 99 F g-1 in aqueous and 
organic electrolytes, respectively (Figure 2.12). Shi’s group [79] prepared a self-
assembled graphene hydrogel via a one-step hydrothermal method. The specific 
capacitances of the hydrogel electrodes at scan rates of 10 and 20 mV s-1 were 
calculated to be 175 and 152 F g-1, which was about 50% higher than that of the 
supercapacitors based on graphene agglomerate particles tested under the same 
conditions. Later, a self-assembled graphene organogel with three-dimensional (3D) 
macrostructure was prepared by Shi’s group through solvothermal reduction of a 
graphene oxide (GO) dispersion in propylene carbonate (PC) [80]. The supercapacitor 
based on this graphene organogel and PC electrolyte could be operated in a wide 
voltage range of 0-3 V and exhibited a high specific capacitance of 140 F g-1 at a 
discharge current density of 1 A g-1. A specific capacitance of 90 F g-1 at a high 
current density of 30 A g-1 can still be obtained. The maximum energy density of the 
SGO based supercapacitor was tested to be 43.5 Wh kg-1. At a high discharge current 
density of 30 A g-1, the energy and power densities of the supercapacitor were 
measured to be 15.4 Wh kg-1 and 16 300 W kg-1, respectively. A novel 3D 
CNT/graphene sandwich (CGS), with CNT pillars grown in between the graphene 
layers, was constructed and used successfully as an electrode in supercapacitors [81]. 
Due to the fast transportation of the electrolyte ions and electrons throughout the 
sandwich structure and comprehensive utilization of pseudo and double-layer, a 
maximum specific capacitance of 385 F g-1 was obtained at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1 in 
6 M KOH solution. A green route to reduce GO using urea as the reducing agent was 
developed by Zhao and co-workers [82] to prepare graphene for supercapacitors. Urea 
was found to be an effective reducing agent in removing oxygen-containing groups 
from GO for restoring the conjugated electronic structure. Capacitances for a single 
electrode were calculated to be as high as 226 and 132 F g-1 for RGO before and after 
annealing at a current density of 0.1 A g-1 based on the two-electrode symmetric 
capacitors. Suh et al. [83] reported a high-performance supercapacitor incorporating a 
poly(ionic liquid)-modified reduced graphene oxide (PIL:RG-O) electrode and an 
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ionic liquid (IL) electrolyte EMIM-NTf2 (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide). PIL:RG-O provided enhanced compatibility with 
the IL electrolyte, thereby increasing the effective electrode surface area accessible to 
electrolyte ions. The supercapacitor assembled with PIL:RG-O electrode and EMIM-
NTf2 electrolyte showed a stable electrochemical response up to 3.5 V operating 
voltage and was capable of yielding a maximum energy density of 6.5 W h kg-1 with a 
power density of 2.4 kW kg-1. Choi et al. [84] noticed that the intercalated water 
molecules in the dried graphene oxide played a pivotal role in the restacking of the 
final RGO. GO functionalized in the solution state with melamine resin monomers 
can prevent the hydrogen bonding involving the intercalated water and have porous 
restacking-inhibited GO sheets precipitated. The final carbonaceous composite had a 
large surface area of 1040 m2 g-1 after a thermal treatment, and a specific capacitance 
of 210 F g-1 was achieved with almost no capacitance loss after 20000 cycles. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 (a) SEM image of CMG particle surface, (b) TEM image showing 
individual graphene sheets extending from CMG particle surface, (c) low and high 
(inset) magnification SEM images of CMG particle electrode surface, and (d) 
schematic of test cell assembly [78].  
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 High-surface-area graphene has been produced using the chemical activation 
method [85, 86]. Chemical activation of exfoliated GO can produce porous graphene 
with a BET surface area as high as 3100 m2 g-1, high electrical conductivity and low 
oxygen and hydrogen contents. A continuous, three-dimensional carbon network of 
highly curved, atom-thick walls forms pores primarily 0.6-5 nm in width, greatly in 
favour of ion transport (Figure 2.13). With an organic electrolyte, an energy density of 
70 Wh kg-1 was achieved at a current density of 5.7 A g-1 within working voltage of 
3.5 V [85]. Highly conductive, free-standing and flexible porous carbon thin films 
have also been prepared by chemical activation of reduced oxide paper for 
supercapacitors. These flexible graphene films possessed a very high specific surface 
area of 2400 m2 g-1 with a high in-plane electrical conductivity of 5880 S m-1. A 
specific capacitance of 120 F g-1 and an energy density of 26 Wh kg-1 can be achieved 
[86]. Since then, porous 3D graphene materials have been fabricated by ion-
exchange/activation combination method [87], in-situ hydrothermal 
polymerization/carbonization-chemical activation method [88], as well as precursor 
assisted chemical vapour deposition method [89, 120] with excellent properties and 
performance. Meanwhile, nitrogen (N) has been introduced to graphene in order to 
enhance its capacitance [90-92]. Ruoff and coworkers investigated the physical 
mechanisms underneath and revealed that the increase in the EDL type of capacitance 
of most N-doped carbon electrodes studied to date was primarily due to the 
modification of the electronic structure of the graphene by the N dopant. Quantum 
capacitance was found to be closely related to the N dopant concentration and N-
doping provided an effective way to increase the density of states of monolayer 
graphene [93]. More recently, graphene-based flexible all-solid-state supercapacitors 
[94-95, 121] and microsupercapacitors [95, 96] have obtained increasing academic 




Figure 2.13 (A) Schematic showing the microwave exfoliation/reduction of GO and 
the following chemical activation of MEGO with KOH that creates pores while 
retaining high electrical conductivity. (B) Low magnification SEM image of a 3D a-
MEGO piece. (C) High-resolution SEM image of a different sample region that 
demonstrates the porous morphology. (D) ADF-STEM image of the same area as (C), 
acquired simultaneously [85]. 
2.2.4 Graphene-based materials for pseudocapacitors 
 Compared with EDLCs, pseudo-capacitors have a higher specific capacitance, but 
usually exhibit a lower operating voltage and a poorer durability. Up to now, the most 
attractive materials for pseudo-capacitors are transition metal oxides and conducting 
polymers. However, the conductivity of metal oxides/hydroxide and de-doped 
conducting polymer is usually low, and the electrochemical reaction often occurs just 
at the surface of the electrode materials, which result in ineffective utilization of the 
active material. Moreover, the electrodes undergo physical changes during 
charge/discharge, leading to mechanical degradation of the electrode and fading 
electrochemical performance during cycling. Thus, the incorporation of graphene into 
pseudocapacitive materials such as metal oxides and polymer, is a promising avenue 
for improving the electrochemical performance because of the synergetic effect from 
the two kinds of materials. 
Graphene-conducting polymer composites 
 Conducing Polymers (CPs) possess many advantages that make them suitable 
materials for supercapacitors, such as low cost, low environmental impact, high 
conductivity in a doped state, high voltage window, high storage 
capacity/porosity/reversibility, and adjustable redox activity through chemical 
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modification [97-98]. Polyaniline (PANI), and polypyrrol (PPy) are the most widely 
used conducting polymers for supercapacitor applications. 
 Cheng et al. [99] prepared a flexible supercapacitor by the use of a free-standing 
and flexible graphene/polyaniline composite paper as electrode material, which was 
synthesized via in situ anodic electropolymerization of polyaniline film on graphene 
paper. This graphene-based composite paper electrode exhibited a favorable tensile 
strength and high capacitance. However, the capacitance of their graphene/polyaniline 
composite was mainly dominated by the pseudocapacitance from the polyaniline films 
coated on the graphene paper surface, and the electric double layer capacitance from 
graphene was less utilized due to the agglomerated layer-like structure in the graphene 
paper. In 2010, our group reported the synthesis of graphene/polyaniline nanofiber 
composites via an in situ polymerization-reduction/dedoping-redoping process (as 
shown in Figure 2.14), aimed at achieving a homogeneous dispersion between 
graphene sheets and the PANI fibers for further improving the specific capacitance 
[100]. A specific capacitance of as high as 480 F g-1 at a current density of 0.1 A g-1 
was achieved for a PANI-doped graphene composite. Flexible films of graphene and 
polyaniline nanofibers (PANI-NFs) composite were prepared by vacuum filtration the 
mixed dispersions of both components by Shi and co-workers [102]. The composite 
film had a layered structure, and PANI-NFs were sandwiched between graphene 
layers. Supercapacitor devices based on this conductive flexible composite film 
showed a large electrochemical capacitance of 210 F g-1 at a discharge rate of 0.3 A g-
1. Hierarchical porous graphene/polyaniline composite film (3D-RGO/PANI) was 
obtained by dilute polymerization of PANI nanowire arrays in the presence of free-
standing porous graphene film prepared via a templated method [101]. A specific 
capacitance of up to 385 F g-1 at 0.5 A g-1 was obtained with a rate retention of 94% as 
current density varying from 0.5 A g-1 to 10 A g-1. A flexible supercapacitor assembled 





Figure 2.14 Illustration of the process for preparation of graphene-PANI composite 
[100]. 
 Flexible graphene/PANI and sulfonated graphene/PPy films fabricated using the 
electrochemical polymerization method exhibited specific capacitances of 233 and 
285 F g-1, respectively [103, 104]. Fibrous network of polypyrrole nanowires was 
interspersed with highly aligned large sized monolayer graphene nanosheets in a 
multi-layered configuration by Drzal’s group [105]. The fabrication method is based 
on capillary force driven self-assembly coupled with the strong van der Waals 
attraction between highly aromatic graphene basal plane and π conjugated conductive 
polymer chains, and a 100% binder free multi-layered composite structure was 
obtained with a high specific capacitance of ∼165 F g-1 and high cyclic stability. 
Furthermore, Subramanian et al. [106] used graphene nanolayers as a scaffold for Ppy 
electropolymerization and the composite electrode showed a high specific capacitance 
of 1510 F g-1. Gao’s group [107] fabricated hierarchical graphene/polypyrrole 
(GNS/PPy) nanosheet composites based on an in situ chemical oxidation 
polymerization method. Supercapacitors based on the hierarchical composite 
exhibited a large electrochemical capacitance (318.6 F g-1) at a scan rate of 2 mV s-1. 
Graphene-metal oxide/hydroxide composites 
 Transition metal oxides with various oxidation states are attractive materials for 
supercapacitors owing to the outstanding structural flexibility and the high specific 
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capacitance. Ruthenium oxides, manganese oxides, vanadium pentoxide, nickel 
oxides, and cobalt oxides are commonly investigated electrode materials for 
supercapacitor applications.  
 RuO2, especially hydrous and amorphous RuO2, is one of the most promising 
electrode materials for supercapacitors due to its high specific capacitance, intrinsic 
reversibility for various surface redox couples and high conductivity [108]. Cheng and 
co-workers [109] prepared hydrous RuO2-graphene composites with different 
loadings of Ru. The composites exhibited high specific capacitances (~570 F g-1 for 
38.3 wt.% Ru loading), enhanced rate capability, excellent electrochemical stability 
(97.9% retention after 1000 cycles), and a high energy density (20.1 Wh kg-1). The 
composite electrode exhibited higher specific capacitance than either pure RuO2 or 
pure graphene electrode, indicating a positive synergetic effect of both components. 
However, the high cost of RuO2 still greatly restricts its commercial applications. 
 MnO2 is a very promising material for pseudo-capacitors due to its low cost, 
environmental benign nature, natural abundance, and high energy density [110]. Wei’s 
group synthesized graphene-MnO2 composites through the self-limiting deposition of 
nanoscale MnO2 on the surface of graphene under microwave irradiation [111]. 
Graphene-MnO2 composite (78 wt.% MnO2) displayed the specific capacitance as 
high as 310 F g-1 at 2 mV s-1, which was almost three times higher than that of pure 
graphene and birnessite-type MnO2, with good capacitance retention. Cheng and co-
workers [119] developed a high-voltage asymmetric supercapacitor based on 
graphene as negative electrode and a MnO2/graphene composite (MGC) as positive 
electrode in Na2SO4 aqueous solution. Such asymmetric supercapacitors can be cycled 
reversibly in the high-voltage region of 0-2.0 V and exhibited a superior energy 
density of 30.4 Wh kg-1, which was much higher than graphene-based (2.8 Wh kg-1) 
or MGC-based (5.2 Wh kg-1) symmetric supercapacitors. Wei et al. [113] fabricated 
an asymmetric electrochemical capacitor with a graphene-MnO2 composite as the 
positive electrode and activated carbon fibres (ACF) as the negative electrode (see 
Figure 2.15). This device exhibited an energy density as high as 51.1 Wh kg-1 (about 
five times higher than that of AC-based symmetric SCs), and can be cycled reversibly 
in the voltage range of 0-1.8 V with 97.3% of the initial capacitance retained after 
1000 cycles. Bao et al. [114] reported the controlled electrodeposition of 
pseudocapacitive MnO2 on graphene nanosheets coated textile (Figure 2.16), and the 
hybrid graphene/MnO2-based textile yielded high-capacitance performance with 
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specific capacitance up to 315 F g-1. The asymmetric electrochemical capacitors with 
graphene/MnO2 textile as the positive electrode and single-walled carbon nanotubes-
textile as the negative electrode in aqueous Na2SO4 electrolyte solution exhibited a 
maximum power density of 110 kW kg-1, and an energy density of 12.5 Wh g-1 with 
excellent cycling stability. Recently, Ruoff et al. [115] deposited MnO2 particles 2-3 
nm in size onto a porous “activated microwave expanded graphite oxide” (aMEGO) 
scaffold via a self-controlled redox process. Symmetric electrochemical capacitors 
were fabricated with a specific capacitance of 256 F g-1. Asymmetric electrochemical 
capacitors were also fabricated with aMEGO/MnO2 as the positive electrode and 
aMEGO as the negative electrode. A power density of 32.3 kW kg-1 (for an energy 
density of 20.8 Wh g-1), an energy density of 24.3 Wh kg-1 (for a power density of 
24.5 kW kg-1), and a capacitance retention of 80.5% after 5000 cycles can be 
achieved.  
 
Figure 2.15 Schematic illustration of the fabricated asymmetric supercapacitor device 
based on graphene/MnO2 composite as positive electrode and activated carbon nanofi-
bers as negative electrode in a neutral aqueous Na2SO4 electrolyte [113]. 
 
Figure 2.16 Schematic illustration of two key steps for preparing hybrid 
graphene/MnO2-nanostructured textiles as high-performance EC electrodes [114]. 
 Metal hydroxides, such as Co(OH)2, Ni(OH)2 have also been combined with 
graphene to make composite electrode materials for SCs [116-119]. Dai and 
coworkers [116] described an in situ growth method for the preparation of single 
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crystalline Ni(OH)2 nanoplates on graphene. A specific capacitance of 1335 F g-1 was 
obtained at a current density of 2.8 A g-1. At a very high current density, 45.7 A g-1, the 
capacitance was still as high as 953 F g-1. Hierarchical flowerlike nickel hydroxide 
decorated on graphene sheets has been prepared by a facile and cost-effective 
microwave-assisted method [117]. The asymmetric supercapacitor with Ni(OH)2 
/graphene and porous graphene as the positive and negative electrodes displayed a 
specific capacitance of 218.4 F g-1 and high energy density of 77.8 Wh kg-1 in the 
voltage region of 0-1.6 V. 94.3% of the initial specific capacitance was retained after 
3000 cycles. The impressive results were attributed to the positive synergistic effects 
of the two electrodes. 
 Overall, graphene based materials for EDLCs, as well as graphene-based 
composite materials with the intrinsic properties of graphene and pseudocapacitive 
materials, such as graphene-conducting polymer composites and graphene-transition 
metal oxide composites, are promising supercapacitor electrodes. Stabilization of 
single or few-layer graphene sheets from aggregation and well dispersion of high-
quality graphene sheets in the corresponding composites are the key to achieving high 
specific capacitance and stability. 
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3.1 Reagents and apparatus 
 Chemicals and reagents used in this thesis together with the purities and sources 
are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Reagents used for materials synthesis. 
Chemicals Grade Supplier 
Graphite  Extra pure Merck 
Hydrogen Peroxide 30-32% QRёC 
Sulphuric acid 95-97% QRёC 
Hydrochloric acid 37% RCI Labscan 
Pyrrole 98+% Alfa Aesar 
Aniline 99% Sigma Aldrich 
Hydrazine monohydrate 98+% Alfa Aesar 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluorborat  Merck 
Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate  98.5% Sigma-Aldrich 
Tetra-n-butylammonium hydroxide  Alfa Aesar 
Manganese(II) sulphate monohydrate 99% Alfa Aesar 
Manganese(III) oxide 99% Aldrich 
Manganese(II) chloride, tetrahydrate 98% HIMEDIA 
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide  Aldrich 
Potassium hydroxide  GCE 
Potassium carbonate 98+% Sigma Aldrich 
Sodium nitrate 98+% Alfa Aesar 
Ammonium perfsulfate 98% Sigma Aldrich 
Potassium permanganate  99% GCE 
Nafion 117 solution  Aldrich 
Potassium sulfate 99% Alfa Aesar 
Potassium chloride  Merck 
1-Methylimidazole 99% Alfa Aesar 
2,7-Dibromofluorene  TCI 
  
 The general equipments for materials preparation and electrochemical 
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measurement are given in Table 3.2 
 
Table 3.2 Apparatus. 
Apparatus Model or Specification Manufacture 
Hot Plate & Magnetic stirrer MR Hei-Standard Heidolph 
Furnace Oven STF 16/180 Carbolite 
Centrifuge Z366 ACHEMA 
Ultrosonicator Elma S30H ACHEMA 
Electrochemical station PGSTAT302N Eco Chemie 
 
3.2 Characterization techniques  
3.2.1 Power X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) takes advantages of the coherent scattering of X-ray by 
crystalline materials to obtain a wide range of crystallographic information. The 
incoming beam causes each scatterer to re-radiate a small portion of its intensity as a 
spherical wave. If scatterers are arranged symmetrically with a separation d, these 
spherical waves will be in sync only in directions where their path-length difference 
2d sin θ equals an integer multiple of the wavelength λ. In that case, part of the 
incoming beam is deflected by an angle 2θ, producing a reflection spot in the 
diffraction pattern. 
 Samples in this thesis were characterized by XRD on a Bruker-AXS D8 
DISCOVER with GADDS Powder X-ray diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.5406 
Å). 
3.2.2 Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer 
 FT-IR spectrometer records the interaction of a single beam of un-dispersed IR 
radiation with a sample measuring the frequencies at which the sample absorbs the 
radiation and the intensities of the absorptions. Chemical functional groups are known 
to absorb light at characteristic frequencies. Thus, the chemical structure can be 
determined from the frequencies recorded. In this thesis, FT-IR spectra were recorded 
on a Varian 3100 FT-IR instrument with the KBr pellet technique.  
3.2.3 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method of thermal analysis in which 
changes in physical and chemical properties of materials are measured as a function of 
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increasing temperature (with constant heating rate), or as a function of time (with 
constant temperature and/or constant mass loss). TGA is effective for quantitative 
analysis of thermal reactions that are accompanied by mass changes, such as 
dehydration, evaporation, decomposition, and desorption. In this thesis, TGA was 
conducted on a thermal analysis instrument 2960 (DTA-TGA) with a heating rate of 
10 °C min-1 in N2 or air flow of 100 mL min-1. 
3.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that 
produces images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of electrons. The 
electrons interact with atoms in the sample, producing secondary and backscattered 
electrons that can be detected and that contain information about the sample’s surface 
topography and composition. In this thesis work, SEM images were measured on a 
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, JEOL, JSM-6701F) at 5 kV. 
3.2.5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique whereby a 
beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen, interacting with the 
specimen as it passes through. An image is formed from the interaction of the 
electrons transmitted through the specimen, and the image is magnified and focused 
onto an imaging device. A JEOL-2100 transmission electron microscope operated at 
an acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used to reveal the internal structure of the 
materials. 
3.2.6 Physical adsorption of N2 
 In N2 adsorption analysis, a sample is exposed to N2 gas of different pressures at a 
given temperature (usually at -196 oC, the liquid-nitrogen temperature). Augment of 
pressure results in increased amount of N2 molecules adsorbed on the surface of the 
sample. The pressure at which adsorption equilibrium is established is measured and 
the universal gas law is applied to determine the quantity of N2 gas adsorbed. Thus, an 
adsorption isotherm is obtained. Then, the pressure is systematically decreased to 
induce desorption of the adsorbed N2 molecules to give a desorption isotherm. 
Analysis of the adsorption and desorption isotherms in combination with some 
physical models yields information about the pore structure of the sample such as 
surface area, pore volume, pore size and surface nature. The N2 sorption/desorption 
was carried out at 77 K using a NOVA1200 analyzer (Quantachrome, USA). Prior to 
the measurement, the samples were degassed at 120 ºC for 10 h. Specific surface area 
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was calculated by using the multiple-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model in 
the relative pressure of 0.05-0.25. The pore size distributions (PSD) curves were 
derived from the desorption branches of the isotherms using the Barrett-Joyner-
Halenda (BJH) method from the adsorption or desorption isotherms of some samples. 
The total pore volume was obtained from the volume of nitrogen adsorbed at a 
relative pressure of P/Po ≈ 0.95. 
3.2.7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a quantitative spectroscopic technique 
that measures the elemental composition, empirical formula, chemical state and 
electronic state of the elements that exist within a material. A typical XPS spectrum is 
a plot of the number of electrons detected (sometimes per unit time) versus the 
binding energy of the electrons detected. Each element produces a characteristic set of 
XPS peaks at characteristic binding energy values that directly identify each element 
exists in or on the surface of the sample material. These characteristic peaks 
correspond to the electron configuration of the electrons within the atoms, e.g., 1s, 2s, 
2p, 3s, etc. The number of detected electrons in each of the characteristic peaks is 
directly related to the amount of element within the area (volume) irradiated. Atomic 
percentage values can be generated through dividing each raw XPS signal intensity by 
a “relative sensitivity factor” (RSF) and normalized over all of the elements detected. 
 In this thesis work, the XPS spectra were obtained using a VG ESCALAB 220I-
XL system with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) All spectra 
were fitted by Avantage software package. The calibration of binding energy (BE) of 
the spectra was referenced to the C 1s electron bond energy corresponding to graphitic 
carbon at 285.8 eV. 
3.2.8 Raman spectroscopy 
 Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique used to observe vibrational, 
rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a system. It relies on inelastic scattering, 
or Raman scattering, of monochromatic light, usually from a laser in the visible, near 
infrared, or near ultraviolet range. The laser light interacts with phonons or other 
excitations in the system, resulting in the energy of the laser photons being shifted up 
or down. The shift in energy gives information about the vibrational modes in the 
system. In this thesis work, the Raman spectra were measured on a Renishaw inVia 





Surfactants-intercalated, chemically reduced graphene oxide 
for high performance supercapacitor electrodes 
4.1 Introduction 
 Graphene is a lightweight two dimensional material with intriguing properties 
such as high conductivity and high mechanical strength [1-4]. Moreover, graphene 
possesses high specific surface area with intrinsic capacitance up to 21 μF cm-1, 
which is higher than those of all other carbon-based materials [5]. However, large 
scale production of high quality graphene still remains a challenge using current 
technologies, including mechanical exfoliation, epitaxial growth on silicon carbide 
or metal surface, and reduction of graphene oxide (GO) [6]. GO can be easily 
obtained by oxidation of natural graphite on a large scale, which makes it an 
exciting precursor for low-cost and large-scalable production of graphene based 
materials. GO has strong covalent bonding within layers and defects of oxygen-
containing functionalities introduced into the basal plane during oxidation. The 
hydrophilicity leads GO to be readily dispersed as individual sheet in aqueous 
solvents. GO is an electrical insulator due to the attached oxygen functional 
groups, which can be removed by chemical reduction or thermal annealing. 
However, the quick reaggregation of graphene sheets into graphite while removing 
oxygen groups is the main problem. So far, many solution based processes for 
producing graphene have been realized by chemical reduction of GO in the 
presence of stabilizers, such as amphiphilic polymers [7], pyrene derivatives [8], 
and phenyl isocyanates [9]. 
 In this chapter, systematic studies on the intercalation of large organic ions into 
layered GO were conducted using tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH), 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
(SDBS). The obtained surfactants-intercalated GO were named as GOT, GOC and 
GOS, respectively. Reduction of these surfactants-intercalated GO by hydrazine 
affords surfactants-stabilized graphene materials, which were termed as GTR, 
GCR and GSR, respectively. These surfactant-intercalated reduced graphene oxide 
can be obtained in gram quantities and they exhibit good dispersibility in aqueous 
solvents. The surfactants intercalated between graphene sheets can inhibit 
aggregation of graphene sheets during reduction. Meanwhile, the presence of 
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surfactants in graphene materials may also enhance the surface wettibility and thus 
improve the specific capacitance. Finally, the applications of these surfactants-
stabilized graphene as supercapacitor electrodes were studied both in aqueous 
electrolytes, 2 M H2SO4, and ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
tetrafluoroborate (BMIMBF4). 
4.2 Experimental section 
 All the chemical reagents in this work were commercially available and used as 
received. GO was synthesized from natural graphite by a modified Hummers method 
[10]. Graphite (5 g) and NaNO3 (2.5 g) were mixed with 150 mL of H2SO4 (95%) in a 
500 mL flask. The mixture was stirred for 30 min within an ice bath. While 
maintaining vigorous stirring, potassium permanganate (15 g) was slowly added to the 
suspension to keep the reaction temperature lower than 20 oC. The ice bath was then 
removed, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. As the reaction 
progressed, the mixture gradually became pasty, and the color turned into light 
brownish. At the end, 150 mL of H2O was slowly added to the pasty with vigorous 
agitation. The reaction temperature was rapidly increased to 98 oC, and the color 
changed to yellow. The diluted suspension was stirred at 98 oC for 30 min. Then, 50 
mL of 30% H2O2 was added to the mixture. For purification, the mixture was washed 
by rinsing and centrifugation with 5% HCl and then deionized (DI) water for several 
times. 
4.2.1 Preparation of surfactants-intercalated graphene (GTR, GCR and GSR) 
 Typically, 100 mL of GO solution (15 mg mL-1) and 100 mL of corresponding 
surfactant solution (0.1 M) (TBAOH, CTAB or SDBS) were added to a 500 mL flask. 
The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 3 days. After that, the mixture was 
filtered to obtain corresponding surfactants-intercalated GO (GOT, GOC and GOS). 
The collected powder was mixed with 5 mL hydrazine monohydrate. The mixture was 
heated at 95 oC overnight. After that, the black powder was collected by filtration and 
washed with water for several times to remove excess hydrazine. The black powder 
was dried in a vacuum oven at 80 oC to give the surfactants-stabilized graphene 
materials (GTR, GCR and GSR). 
4.2.2 Material characterization 
 The structural and compositional properties of samples were characterized by 
XRD, FT-IR, TGA, XPS, FESEM, Raman, and TEM methods, respectively (see 
detailed in Chapter 3). Electrochemical measurements were performed on an 
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Autolab PGSTAT302N with a three-electrode cell system. The working electrode 
was prepared by casting a nafion-impregnated sample onto a glassy carbon 
electrode with diameter of 5 mm. Typically, 5 mg of active material was dispersed 
in 1 mL of an ethanol solution containing 5 mL of a nafion solution by sonication 
for 20 min. 20 mL of this sample was then dropped onto the glassy carbon 
electrode and dried in an oven before the electrochemical test. A platinum sheet 
and a AgCl/Ag electrode were used as the counter and the reference electrode, 
respectively. The electrolyte used was aqueous solution (2 M H2SO4) or ionic 
liquid (BMIMBF4). 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Preparation of surfactants-intercalated graphene 
Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of preparation of different kinds of graphene, 
GTR, GCR and GSR. 
 Herein, we present a scalable facile method for the production of water-
dispersible graphene sheets from GO. As shown in Figure 4.1, GO was firstly 
soaked with different surfactants, including TBAOH, CTAB and SDBS, to 
produce corresponding surfactants-intercalated GO, which were termed as GOT, 
GOC and GOS, respectively. All of the intercalation reactions were carried out for 
3 days before filtration to make sure complete intercalation. GO itself is reported 
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to be a unique amphiphile with negatively charged hydrophilic edges and 
hydrophobic basal plane [11]. Thus, different surfactants can interact with GO by 
different manners. As an organic base, TBAOH can neutralize the negatively 
charged sites on GO during the intercalation reactions [12]. Similarly, the negative 
charged carboxyl group of GO can link with the positive charged ammonium ion 
of CTAB through ionic interactions [13]. SDBS could assemble on surface of GO 
through both π-π and hydrophobic interactions [14]. The surfactants-intercalated 
GO was then reduced by heating with hydrazine at 95 oC overnight. During this 
step, most of the oxygen groups on GO are believed to be removed, and the 
conductivity of graphene is recovered. The produced surfactants-stabilized 
graphene were termed as GTR, GCR and GSR, respectively. Due to the presence 
of surfactants in these graphene materials, they are readily to be dispersed into 
aqueous solvents. In contrast, directly reducing pristine GO only generate 
graphite-like black powders, termed as GR here, which is unable to be dispersed 
into aqueous solvents. 
4.3.2 Structure and morphology of surfactants-intercalated graphene 
 

















Temperature (oC)  
Figure 4.2 TGA curves of GR, GTR, GCR and GSR. 
 The compositions of different kinds of surfactants-stabilized graphene materials 
were studied by TGA. As shown in Figure 4.2, GR without surfactants intercalated 
exhibits a smooth weight loss from 100 oC to 800 oC, and 23% total loss at 800 oC. 
GTR and GCR show steep weight loss at around 200 oC, which may be ascribed to 
the destruction of TBAOH and CTAB in the interlayer of graphene. 50% and 70% 
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weight loss at 800 oC are observed for GTR and GCR, respectively. While GSR 
shows a larger weight loss at around 500 oC compared with GR, and 36% total 
weight loss at 800 oC. Thus, the contents of surfactants in GTR, GCR and GSR 
can be roughly estimated to be 27%, 47% and 13%, respectively. The different 
contents of surfactants may be due to the different interactions between the 
surfactants and GO sheets. TBAOH and CTAB are combined on GO sheets via 
strong electrostatic ions interaction. Because the interaction between GO sheets 
and SDBS is weak π-π and hydrophobic interactions. As a result, SDBS might be 
partially removed during the reduction and filtration treatments.  


























Figure 4.3 X-ray diffraction patterns of GO, GOT, GOC, GOS, GR, GTR, GCR and 
GSR. 
 As shown in Figure 4.3, the structure of GO, GOT, GOC, GOS, GR, GTR, GCR, 
and GSR were further studied by powder XRD measurement. GO exhibits a 
reflection peak at 12.9 degrees, which is assigned to the (001) reflection peak 
corresponding to an average interlayer distance of 0.68 nm. Since the d-values of 
the (001) crystal spacing reflections correspond to the interlayer distances, the 
interlayer space is 0.68 nm for GO. The XRD pattern analyses for the GOT, GOC 
and GOS show (001) reflection peaks at 4.0 degrees, 2.2 degrees and 10.6 degrees, 
respectively. Thus, the interlayer distances of surfactants-intercalated GO sheets in 
GOT, GOC and GOS are 2.2 nm, 4.0 nm and 0.83 nm, respectively. The 
significant changes in XRD patterns of GO, GOT, GOC, and GOS demonstrate 
that surfactants are inserted into lamellar GO sheets. The interlayer distances of 
surfactants-intercalated GO depend on the size of the intercalated ions and 
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interacting forces. After reduction using hydrazine, GR shows one reflection peak 
at 24.5 degrees, corresponding to an interlayer distance of 0.36 nm. And the 
surfactants-stabilized graphenes, GTR, GCR and GSR, exhibit reflection peaks at 
22.5 degrees, 21.4 degrees and 23.8 degrees, respectively. And the interlayer 
distances of lamellar graphene in GTR, GCR and GSR are differentiated from GR 
at 0.39 nm, 0.41 nm and 0.37 nm, respectively. The different XRD patterns of GR 
and surfactants-stabilized graphene indicates that surfactants are still intercalated 
between graphene sheets after reduction and filtration, which is also supported by 
the FT-IR measuremnets (to be discussed in the later part). The largely reduced 
interlayer distances after chemical reduction of GO indicate that the surfactants are 
now mainly intercalated at the edges of graphene sheets after the removal of 
oxygen-containing groups in the plane. The intercalated surfactants in graphene 
materials may enhance the materials surface wettibility and thus improve the 
performance in supercapacitors. 
 




Figure 4.5 The TEM images and SAED patterns of GR, GTR, GCR, and GSR. 
 The morphology and structure of GR, GTR, GCR and GSR were characterized 
by SEM (Figure 4.4) and TEM (Figure 4.5). GR without any surfactant 
impregnated is mainly agglomerated into graphite-like big particles with layered 
structure, which have good crystalline character as indicated by the SAED 
patterns. (Figure 4.5) In contrast, GTR, GCR and GSR show much different 
morphology from GR. All of the three kinds of surfactants-stabilized graphene 
materials exhibit a curved thin flaky appearance, as seen in the SEM images. The 
TEM images of surfactant-stabilized graphenes show many wrinkled and folded 
regions. The SAED patterns include multiple hexagons spots, which means 
overlay structure of multiple graphene sheets. While high resolution TEM images 
of these surfactants-stabilized graphene materials show that there are no regularly 
arranged layers structures, even at the wrinkled edge part. The disordered or 
irregular stacked layered structure of GTR, GCR and GSR indicate that graphene 


























Figure 4.6 XPS spectra of C1s for GTR, GCR and GSR. 
 XPS data were also collected to study the structure of GTR, GCR and GSR. As 
shown in the C1s spectrum (Figure 4.6), all the surfactants-stabilized graphene 
materials mainly have a peak at 284.5 eV, corresponding to the sp2-bonded carbon 
of graphene sheets, which suggests that most of the oxygen groups were removed 
by heating with hydrazine [15]. Upon deconvolution, the C-N peak at 285.7 eV can 
be observed from GTR, GCR and GSR, which may be contributed by the 
surfactants plus the incorporated nitrogen by hydrazine treatment. FT-IR spectra 
were also collected to confirm the existence of surfactant in GOT, GOC, GOS, 
GTR, GCR and GSR. As shown in Figure 4.7, most of the peaks from pure 
surfactants can still be observed from the FT-IR spectra of surfactant intercalated 
GO as well as surfactant stabilized reduced GO samples. The Raman spectra can 
reflect the structure changes of GO and its reduced products. As shown in Figure 
4.8, Raman spectra of GO has both D band (1352 cm-1) and G band (1594 cm-1) at 
ratio of 0.9:1. The G band corresponds to the first order scattering of the E2g 
mode. The prominent D band suggests the attachment of oxygen groups on the 
carbon basal plane due to the extensive oxidation [16]. The Raman spectra of GR, 
GTR, GCR and GSR also have both D and G bands with increased D/G intensity 
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ratio. Meanwhile, the smaller D/G ratio of surfactants-stabilized graphene 
materials compared with GR indicates new graphitic domains in smaller size but 
more numerous in number [17]. Thus, the intercalations of surfactants into 
lamellar GO sheets do not inhibit the chemical reduction using hydrazine. 





































































Figure 4.7 FT-IR spectra of (TBAOH, CTAB and SDBS), GO, GOT, GOC, GOS, GR, 
GTR, GCR and GSR. 
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Figure 4.8 Raman spectra of GO, GR, GTR, GCR and GSR. 
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4.3.3 Electrochemical performances of surfactants-intercalated graphene 
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Figure 4.9 Cyclic voltammograms at scan rate of 100 mV s-1 (A) and the charge-
discharge curves at 1 A g-1 (B) of GTR, GCR and GSR in 2 M H2SO4; cyclic 
voltammograms at scan rate of 100 mV s-1 (C) and the charge-discharge curves at 1 A 
g-1 (D) of GTR in BMIMBF4 at different temperature. 
 The surfactants-stabilized graphene materials were tested as electrode materials 
of supercapacitor by standard CV, galvanostatic charge-discharge technique and 
EIS. All electrochemistry measurements were conducted in a three-electrode cell. 
The average specific capacitance was estimated from the discharge slope 




V m             (4.1) 
where C is specific capacitance, I is the current loading (A), Δt is the discharge 
time (s), ΔV is the potential change during discharge process, m is the mass of 
active material in a single electrode (g), respectively. 
 The electrochemical tests were firstly performed in aqueous electrolyte of 2 M 
H2SO4, within a potential window from -0.2 to 0.8 V vs. AgCl/Ag. As shown in 
Figure 4.9, the CV curves of GTR, GCR and GSR all have near rectangular shape, 
indicating good charges propagation within the electrodes. The specific 
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capacitance was calculated from the galvanostatic discharge branch. Under a 
specific current loading of 1 A g-1, highest specific capacitance was obtained from 
GTR at 194 F g-1. As estimated from TGA curves, there is about 27% of TBAOH 
intercalated in GTR. The surfactants inside are inactive component, which have no 
contribution to the specific capacitance. Thus the specific capacitance calculated 
to active graphene component is about 266 F g-1. Here, we also tried different 
methods to remove TBAOH from GTR, including thermal treatment at 350 ℃ for 
2 h or thermal shock at 1000 ℃ for 1 min. As shown in Figure 4.10, the products 
of both methods only show quit low specific capacitance at 32 F g-1 and 19 F g-1, 
respectively, which are similar to that of GR without surfactants intercalated [18]. 
This suggests that the surfactant intercalated between the lamellar graphene sheets 
plays an important role in stabilizing the separated morphology of graphene sheets. 
Moreover, the presence of surfactants on graphene sheets can improve the 
wettibility of electrode surface as well as the specific capacitance. While 
increasing the specific current loading to 5 A g-1 and 10 A g-1, high specific 
capacitances at 180 F g-1  and 175 F g-1  are obtained for GTR, which are highly 
expected for fast charging-discharging supercapacitors. As shown in Figure 4.11, 
the electrochemical cycling stability of GTR was examined by charge-discharge 
cycling at a current density of 1 A g-1. The specific capacitance of GTR exhibits 
good cycling stability with about 90% of original capacitance retained after 1000 
cycles. A specific capacitance of 116 F g-1 was calculated from the discharge 
curve of GCR at a specific current loading of 1 A g-1. Considering the 47% of 
CTAB in GCR, the specific capacitance calculated to graphene component is 219 
F g-1, which is close to that of GTR. GSR exhibits a specific capacitance of 159 F 
g-1 at specific current loading of 1 A g-1, and the calculated specific capacitance 
for graphene component is about 183 F g-1 (13% of SDBS incorporated). As 
shown in Figure 4.12, EIS data were analyzed using Nyquist plots, which show the 
frequency response of the electrode/electrolyte system. Nearly vertical Nyquist 
plots are observed for GTR, GCR and GSR at low frequency, indicating a nearly 
ideal capacitor response. All the surfactants-stabilized graphene materials show 
similar equivalent series resistance at around 2 Ω, which can be determined from 
the x interception of Nyquist plots. These high specific capacitances of surfactants-
stabilized graphene materials are comparable to the performance of reported 
graphene electrodes, such as 191 F g-1 of microwave exfoliated GO at 0.15 A g-1  
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[19] and 205 F g-1 of hydrazine gas reduced GO at 0.1 A g-1 [20].  
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Figure 4.10 Cyclic voltammograms at scan rate of 100 mV s-1 (A) and the charge-
discharge curves at 1 A g-1 (B) of GTR, GTR after thermal treatment at 350 oC for 2 h 
or thermal shock at 1000 oC for 1 min. 



















Figure 4.11 Cycling stabilities of GTR. 
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Figure 4.12 Nyquist plots of GTR, GCR and GSR. 
 Ionic liquid, for example BMIMBF4, has a wide electrochemical potential 
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window up to 4 V, which is supposed to increase the energy density of 
supercapacitor cells. Moreover, ionic liquid can be operated at high temperature, 
which is highly desired for an electric vehicle power source [21]. Here, we also 
evaluated the performance of GTR in BMIMBF4 at different temperature. As 
shown in Figure 4.9 C and D, the CV and charge-discharge behaviour of GTR 
were studied within a potential from -2 to 2 V vs. AgCl/Ag. Near rectangular CV 
curves are observed for GTR in the ionic liquid at different temperatures. The 
specific capacitances of GTR calculated from discharge branch are 41 F g-1, 126 F 
g-1 and 144 F g-1 at specific current loading of 1 A g-1 at 30 oC, 60 oC and 90 oC, 
respectively. Temperature can affect the viscosity of ionic liquid significantly and 
thus on the capacitance of supercapacitor cell [22]. Ionic liquid has low viscosity 
at high temperature and ions can move faster to form sufficient double layers to 
increase the capacitance. The intercalated surfactants may also contribute to the 
high capacitance of GTR, which can enhance the surface wettability and facilitate 
the diffusion of ionic liquid into graphene sheets. 
4.4 Summary 
 A series of surfactants-intercalated, chemically reduced graphene oxide 
materials were prepared in gram scale by a facile method, which includes 
intercalation of GO by corresponding surfactant following by reduction using 
hydrazine. The surfactants were found to be intercalated in both GO and graphene 
materials, which can stabilize the wrinkled flaky structure of graphene sheets 
during the reduction process. Moreover, intercalated surfactants make graphene 
materials more readily to be dispersed in aqueous solvents. The graphene materials 
were evaluated as electrode for supercapacitors. High specific capacitance was 
obtained from GTR at 194 F g-1 in 2 M H2SO4 electrolyte and 144 F g-1 in ionic 
liquid under a specific current density of 1 A g-1. The much higher specific 
capacitance compared with GR without surfactant intercalated may be ascribed to 
that the surfactants can enhance the wettibility of electrode surface in electrolyte. 
More applications based on the surfactants-stabilized graphene materials will be 
discussed in later chapters. 
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Conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids 
intercalated reduced graphene oxide for high performance 
supercapacitor electrodes 
5.1 Introduction 
 Chapter 4 described the preparation of surfactant-intercalated, chemically 
reduced graphene oxide materials as electrode for supercapacitors through the 
reduction of organic ionic surfactant-intercalated GO. The surfactants intercalated 
in graphene materials can stabilize the wrinkled structure of graphene sheets, and 
much higher specific capacitances compared with chemically reduced graphene 
(GR) were obtained [1]. Currently, both covalent [2-8] and non-covalent 
functionalizations [9-20] of graphene are widely used to improve its dispersibility 
[9, 18]. Among these methods, non-covalent functionalization of graphene with π -
π interactions as the binding force between graphene and stabilizers is regarded to 
be a more effective and non-destructive method, which enables the modification of 
material properties without altering the chemical structure of graphene [20, 21]. 
Recently, Ghosh et al. reported 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (PCA) functionalized 
graphene and discussed the effect of PCA functionalization of graphene on its 
electrochemical properties [22].  
 As summarized in Literature review (Chapter 2), the development of novel 
electrode materials with increased capacitance, such as graphene based materials 
[23-27], as well as electrolytes with wider potential windows, such as ionic liquid 
electrolytes or organic electrolytes is required to optimize the overall performance 
of the supercapacitor. Ionic liquids (ILs), known as room temperature molten salts, 
are attractive candidates as electrolytes used in energy storage because of their 
unique properties, such as negligible vapour pressure, low toxicity, high thermal 
stability, high electrochemical stability over a wide potential window, and 
acceptable conductivity at elevated temperature. However, they are typically high 
viscosity liquids and have low ionic conductivity at room temperature, which 
make their performance less promising [28]. Thus, how to make the best use of 
ionic liquid electrolytes at room temperature is a practical issue to be addressed. 
Kim et al. reported that the performance of a poly(ionic liquid)-modified reduced 
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graphene oxide electrode in ionic liquid electrolyte could be greatly enhanced due 
to the improved wettability resulted from the structural similarity of the chosen 
polymer and IL [29]. Hence, a combination of good dispersible graphene sheets, 
enhanced operating voltage, and improved accessibility of ions from electrolyte to 
the active regions of electrode materials should afford supercapacitors with good 
electrochemical performance.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Chemical structures of conjugated polyfluorenes and their corresponding 
conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids. 
 In this context, herein, we present the design and synthesis of novel conjugated 
polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids (PILs) modified graphene composites as 
supercapacitor electrodes with good electrochemical performance. Conjugated 
PILs are rigid-rod polymers, composed of one electron-delocalized planar 
backbone and two hexyl flexible side chains ending with or partially with 1-
methylimidazolium bromide moieties. With such unique molecular architecture, it 
is anticipated that they should have a much stronger interaction with GO and RGO 
sheets than other molecules due to their unique electronic backbones. RGO 
materials modified by conjugated PILs are expected to exhibit improved surface 
wettability due to the presence of imidazolium bromide tails. Two imidazolium 
bromide ionic liquids derived from polyfluorene were designed and synthesized, 
as shown in Figure 5.1. hoPIL has two charged ionic-liquid end groups on each 
fluorene unit, while coPIL has two charged ionic-liquid end groups for every two 
fluorene units. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that conjugated 
polymer imidazolium ionic liquids were introduced to graphene materials and their 
composites were tested as supercapacitor electrode materials. These conjugated 
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PILs intercalated reduced graphene oxide in gram quantities were named as 
hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO, respectively. Conjugated PILs intercalated between 
graphene sheets can effectively prevent the agglomeration of graphene sheets 
during reduction through π-π interactions due to their unique electronic backbones. 
Meanwhile, imidazolium bromide moieties contained in conjugated PILs may also 
improve the surface wettability of electrode materials and result in better 
electrochemical performance. The applications of these conjugated PILs stabilized 
graphenes as supercapacitor electrodes were systematically studied in aqueous 
electrolytes, 1 M H2SO4 and 6 M KOH, as well as in ionic liquid electrolyte 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (BMIMBF4). 
5.2 Experimental section 
5.2.1 Sample preparation 
 Graphite oxide was synthesized from natural flake graphite (crystalline, 300 
mesh, Alfa Aesar) using a modified Hummers method [30]. Neutral conjugated 
polymers hoP and coP (Figure 5.1) were synthesized according to a previously 
reported procedure [31] with number average molecular weight of 14131 and 
23984 g mol-1, weight average molecular weight (Mw) of 61554 and 73310 g mol-1, 
respectively, which were analysed through gel permeation chromatography. Under 
an argon atmosphere, 1-methyl imidazole (3 mL) was added to a solution of the 
neutral polymer (80 mg) in the mixture of ethyl acetate and dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO, 10 mL). The reaction mixture was refluxed for 24 h, and then cooled to 
room temperature. After the solvent was evaporated, the mixture was redissolved 
by addition of DMSO (10 mL). Additional N-methyl imidazole (3 mL) was added 
to the solution and the previous procedure was repeated again to drive the reaction 
completely [32, 33]. The organic solvent and residual N-methyl imidazole were 
distilled out under vacuum, and the residual solid was purified by washing and 
filtration with hot ethyl acetate to afford hoPIL and coPIL respectively as orange 
pieces, whose structures and purity were confirmed by NMR as shown in Figure 
5.2.  
 The conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids intercalated reduced 
graphene oxide materials were prepared as follows. Typically, 6 mg of conjugated 
PILs dissolved in 6 mL DMSO was added to 510 mL of GO aqueous solution (1 
mg mL-1), and the mixture was dispersed via mild sonication of 30 min. After 
stirring at room temperature for 24 h, the mixture was centrifuged and freeze-dried 
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to yield conjugated PILs intercalated graphene oxide samples hoPIL-GO and 
coPIL-GO. The collected powder was mixed with 5 mL hydrazine monohydrate, 
and the mixture was heated at 95 ºC overnight. After that, the black powder was 
collected by filtration and washed with water several times to remove excess 
hydrazine. The black powder was dried in a vacuum oven at 80 ºC to give the 
conjugated PILs-stabilized graphene materials, denoted as hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-
RGO, respectively. 
5.2.2 Material characterization 
 Samples were characterized using XRD, TGA, FT-IR, FESEM, TEM 
techniques (detailed in Chapter 3). The 1H NMR spectra were recorded in solution 
of CDCl3 and CD3SOCD3 on Bruker DPX 300 or DRX 500 NMR spectrometers 
with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal standard.  
 The electrochemical performance of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO materials 
was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge 
techniques and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), on an Autolab 
PGSTAT302N at room temperature. For the three-electrode system, a glassy 
carbon electrode (5 mm diameter, from Autolab) was used as a substrate for the 
composite; a platinum sheet and a AgCl/Ag electrode were used as the counter and 
the reference electrodes, respectively. Typically, 5 mg of a composite was 
dispersed in 1 mL of ethanol solution containing 5 mL of Nafion solution (5 wt.% 
in water) by sonication for 30 min. 20 mL of this sample was then dropped onto 
the glassy carbon electrode and dried at room temperature before the 
electrochemical test. For measurements in non-aqueous ionic liquid electrolyte, 
tetraethylammonium bromide (TEABr) in ethylene glycol (0.4 M) and BMIMBF4 
were used as reference and bridge electrolytes respectively for the double junction 
Ag/AgCl electrode and tests were conducted in argon atmosphere. Since reference 
electrode itself has considerable high impedance in BMIMBF4 due to the use of 
salt bridge, and this effect is especially noticeable at higher frequencies for 
impedance measurements, a platinum wire coupled to the reference electrode 
through a capacitor (0.1 µF) was used to avoid the problem while carrying out EIS 
in three-electrode system using BMIMBF4 as electrolyte.  
 Two-electrode cell configuration was assembled using swagelok-type cell with 
porous non-woven cloth as separator. Electrodes were prepared by mixing active 
material and poly (vinylidenedifluoride) (PVDF) with NMP in a mass ratio of 
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90:10 to obtain slurry. The slurry of mixture was pasted onto the nickel foam 
current collector (13 mm diameter) and dried at 100 ºC overnight. Each electrode 
had a mass loading of about 5 mg. The two identical (by weight and size) 
electrodes were pressed individually and assembled in a symmetric supercapacitor. 
BMIMBF4 diluted in acetonitrile (AN) with a weight ratio of 1:1 was employed as 
the electrolyte. The assembly of the test cell was done in a glove box filled with 
Ar.  
5.3 Results and discussion 



















































































Figure 5.2 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, CD3SOCD3) of hoPIL and coPIL. 








































Figure 5.3 TGA curves of RGO, hoPIL, coPIL, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
composites. 
 The compositions of conjugated PILs modified graphene materials were studied by 
TGA, and representative curves are shown in Figure 5.3a. It can be seen that all the 
materials show a little mass loss around 100 ºC due to the deintercalation of H2O. 
RGO exhibits a smooth weight loss after that, with 28.6% total loss at 800 ºC. hoPIL-
RGO and coPIL-RGO show relative steep weight loss from 250 to 600 ºC, which may 
be ascribed to the intense destruction of hoPIL and coPIL in the interlayer of graphene 
as shown in Figure 5.3b. 31.6% and 31.9% weight loss at 800 ºC is observed for 
hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO, respectively. Thus, the contents of hoPIL and coPIL in 












































































 Weight feed ratio of hoPIL to GO was tuned from 1:30 to 1:200 during the 
preparation of the composites. It was found from TGA results that the 
corresponding hoPIL intercalated RGO composites had similar weight loss around 
32% when the mass ratio varying from 1:30 to 1:90, indicating similar hoPIL 
proportion in the resulting composites. This was also confirmed by their similar 
electrochemical performance, suggesting saturated intercalation of hoPIL towards 
GO. Further decrease of hoPIL feeding mass during mixing resulted in lower 
hoPIL content in hoPIL-RGO composites and reduced electrochemical 
performance. It can be deduced that conjugated PILs can absorb effectively onto 
the surfaces of GO sheets during mixing due to the strong π-π interaction between 
the π-delocalized backbone of conjugated PILs and GO sheets. Electrostatic 
interaction between negative charged functional groups on the GO platelets and 
imidazolium cation in conjugated PILs may also contribute to this effect. After 
reduction, the intercalation of conjugated PILs was well remained between 
graphene sheets through the π-π stacking interaction between conjugated PILs and 
graphene sheets, and little amount of conjugated PILs can be removed after 
washing and filtration. 
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Figure 5.4 XRD patterns of RGO, hoPIL, coPIL, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
composites. 
 As shown in Figure 5.4a, the structures of RGO, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
were further studied by powder XRD measurements. RGO shows one reflection peak 
at 24.5 degrees, corresponding to an interlayer distance of 0.36 nm, which is still a 
little larger than the d-spacing of well-ordered graphite (0.33 nm). The small amount 
of residual oxygen-containing functional groups or other structural defects might be 
the main reason for this difference, indicating incomplete reduction of GO sheets to 
graphene. Compared with RGO, the interlayer spacing exhibits no obvious changes 
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for hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO composites, suggesting that conjugated PILs mainly 
deposit on the edges of graphene sheets. Meanwhile, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
composites have broad and low-intensity diffraction peaks for (0 0 2) reflection at 
around 24.5º which indicates the short-range order in stacked graphene sheets as 
compared to RGO. The peak of RGO at 24.5º somewhat overlaps with the diffraction 
from conjugated PILs at 2θ = 22.5º (Figure 5.4b) Weak diffraction peaks around 14º 
and 30º can be seen from hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO arising from conjugated PILs, 
indicating existence of hoPIL and coPIL in these composites. coPIL-RGO shows 
more obvious coP characteristic peaks and weaker (0 0 2) peak compared with hoPIL-
RGO, suggesting more coP intercalated in graphene sheets. FT-IR results also 
demonstrate the intercalation of hoPIL and coPIL between GO sheets and remained 
between graphene sheets after reduction and filtration (Figure 5.5). 



































Figure 5.5 FT-IR spectra of hoPIL, coPIL, hoPIL-GO, coPIL-GO, hoPIL-RGO and 
coPIL-RGO. 
 The surface chemical compositions of the samples were characterized by XPS 
(Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). The peaks of O1s, N1s and C1s can be observed in the 
survey spectra. As shown in Figure 5.6b, the C 1s core-level spectrum of hoPIL-
RGO exhibits a main peak centred at about 285.0 eV which originates from sp2-
hybridized C-C in aromatic ring. Weak peaks located at 286.9 eV and 287.8 eV are 
due to C–O and O-C=O components, suggesting the presence of residual 
oxygenated groups on RGO sheets. Additionally, new component at 286.0 eV 
corresponding to carbon bound to nitrogen (C-N) is observed because of the 
functionalization of graphene sheets with imidazolium cation contained hoPIL 
molecules, which is also observed in the N 1s XPS spectrum in Figure 5.6c. 
Similar XPS results are obtained for coPIL-RGO with smaller intensity of N 1s 
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signal (Figure 5.7) indicating less C-N component it contains. On the basis of the 
above results, we can conclude that the oxygen functional groups are considerably 
removed by the chemical reduction and the reduced GO sheets are modified by 
conjugated PILs, resulting in the formation of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
composites.  
 Based on the results above, it can be inferred that hoPIL-RGO composites 
should contain more imidazolium moieties since hoPIL has two imidazolium 
bromide tails for each fluorine unit, while coPIL should have better intercalation 
between graphene sheets due to the extra hydrophobic effect arising from hexyl 
chains with GO and RGO sheets. 



































































































Figure 5.6 XPS survey spectrum (a), C 1s profile (b), N 1s profile (c), and Br 3d (d) 
profile of hoPIL-RGO composite. 
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Figure 5.7 XPS survey spectrum (a), C 1s profile (b), N 1s profile (c), and Br 3d (d) 
profile of coPIL-RGO composite. 
 
Figure 5.8 SEM (a-c), TEM (d-f) images and selected area electron diffraction 
patterns (insets) of RGO (a,d), hoPIL-RGO (b,e), and coPIL-RGO (c,f) composites. 
 Figure 5.8 illustrates the SEM and TEM images of RGO, hoPIL-RGO and 
coPIL-RGO composites. It can be seen that RGO without conjugated PILs 
intercalated mainly agglomerated into thick particles with layer-like structure. 
Weak selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of RGO can be found due 
to the stacked graphite-like structure. In contrast, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
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exhibit an exfoliated curved thin flaky appearance, as seen in the SEM images. 
The TEM images of the conjugated PILs intercalated graphenes show a rippling 
structure with folding at the edges of the layers. The SAED patterns include 
multiple spots, which could be caused by back-folding of edges, intrinsic 
rotational stacking faults, or random overlapping of graphene layers within a 
graphene platelet [34]. 
 The disordered or irregular stacking layered structure of hoPIL-RGO and 
coPIL-RGO indicates that conjugated PILs can effectively decrease the stacking of 
graphene and single or few layered structure of graphene sheets were reserved in 
the presence of conjugated PILs during the reduction treatment, which may result 
in the high electrochemical utilization of graphene layers. It is also believed that 
intercalated conjugated PILs in graphene materials may improve the materials’ 
surface wettability and thus lead to the enhancement of the overall supercapacitor 
performance. 
5.3.2 Electrochemical behaviour 
 The electrochemical properties of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO electrode 
materials were firstly measured in 6 M KOH solution, 1 M H2SO4 solution and 
ionic liquid electrolyte BMIMBF4, respectively, using three-electrode cell. 
Standard cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic charge-discharge technique and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were conducted to investigate the 
electrochemical performance. The average specific capacitance was estimated 
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Figure 5.9 Cyclic voltammograms of hoPIL-RGO in 1 M H2SO4 (a) and 6 M KOH (b) 
at various scan rates; (c) specific capacitance at various current densities; (d) Nyquist 
plots of hoPIL-RGO in 1 M H2SO4 and 6 M KOH electrolytes. 
 

























 hoPIL-RGO in H2SO4 (1 M)
 hoPIL-RGO in KOH (6 M)
 
Figure 5.10 Cycle stability tests of hoPIL-RGO composite in aqueous electrolytes 
under a current loading of 2 A g-1. 
 The electrochemical measurements were firstly performed in aqueous electrolyte 
of H2SO4 (1 M) within a potential window from -0.2 to 0.8 V, and KOH (6 M) within 
a potential window from -1.0 to 0 V. As shown in Figure 5.9 a and b, the CV curves 
of two samples exhibit nearly rectangular shapes, indicating good charge propagation 
within the electrodes. The rate-dependent specific capacitance is shown in Figure 
5.9c. hoPIL-RGO composite exhibits better electrochemical properties than coPIL-
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RGO composite in aqueous electrolyte, while hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO exhibit 
higher electrochemical performance in acid electrolyte than in alkali electrolyte at 
various current densities. High specific capacitance of 223 and 222 F g-1 for hoPIL-
RGO and coPIL-RGO in acid electrolyte were obtained at 0.2 A g-1. Typically, the 
specific capacitance of hoPIL-RGO in KOH aqueous solution decreased slightly from 
194 to 150 F g-1 when the specific current loading was increased 50-fold from 0.2 to 
10 A g-1, indicating good rate compatibility which is highly desirable for fast 
charging-discharging supercapacitors. EIS data were analysed using Nyquist plots as 
shown in Figure 5.9d, which presents the frequency response of the 
electrode/electrolyte system. Nearly vertical Nyquist plots are observed for hoPIL-
RGO and coPIL-RGO composites in aqueous solutions at low frequency, indicating a 
nearly ideal capacitor response. Similar equivalent series resistance at around 2.5 Ω 
can be seen from the x interception of Nyquist plots. The electrochemical cycling 
stability of hoPIL-RGO composite in aqueous electrolytes was examined by charge-
discharge cycling at a current density of 2 A g-1, as shown in Figure 5.10, negligible 
decrease of capacitance can be seen after 2000 cycles. The electrochemical 
performance of conjugated PILs intercalated graphene materials in aqueous 
electrolytes is comparable with surfactant-stabilized graphene materials we previously 
reported, while with less amount of conjugated PILs used and intercalated. This 
suggests that conjugated PILs can effectively stabilize the graphene sheets owing to 
the strong π-π interaction, and the wettability of the electrode surface in aqueous 
solution can be improved in the presence of the hydrophilic imidazolium cation 
contained in conjugated PILs. 
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 coPIL-RGO 0.5 A g-1
 coPIL-RGO 1 A g-1
 coPIL-RGO 2 A g-1
 coPIL-RGO 5 A g-1
 
Figure 5.11 Cyclic voltammograms of hoPIL-RGO (a) and coPIL-RGO (b) in 
BMIMBF4 electrolyte at different scan rates; (c) typical galvanostatic charge-
discharge curves of coPIL-RGO in BMIMBF4 at different current densities; (d) 
Nyquist plots of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO electrode materials in BMIMBF4. 
 Ionic liquid electrolyte BMIMBF4 was also employed in three-electrode system 
to investigate the electrochemical properties of these electrodes. As shown in 
Figure 5.11a and b, the cyclic voltammograms of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
within a potential from -1.5 to 1.5 V vs. AgCl/Ag. Nearly rectangular CV curves 
were observed for these materials in the ionic liquid. The specific capacitances of 
hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO calculated from the discharge branches (Figure 
5.11c) are 111 and 132 F g-1, respectively, at a current density of 0.5 A g-1. 
 As shown in Figure 5.11d, hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO show comparable ESR 
at around 180 Ω, which can be determined from the x interception of the Nyquist 
plots, suggesting large ionic resistance of the electrolyte. Semicircles can be seen 
from the Nyquist plots due to the interfacial charge transfer resistance. The 45º 
sloped portion can be observed in the low frequency region which is Warburg 
resistance corresponding to the ion diffusion/transport in the electrolyte. A smaller 
semicircle and shorter Warburg region of coPIL-RGO than hoPIL-RGO can be 
found on the plots may be explained by the better electrode-electrolyte contact and 
ion diffusion within the coPIL-RGO electrodes due to the better intercalation and 
arrange of coPIL in graphene sheets as discussed before. Impedance of these 
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electrode materials is obviously higher in BMIMBF4 than in aqueous solution due 
to the low conductivity and high viscosity of ionic liquids at room temperature. 
The specific capacitances of conjugated PILs intercalated graphene materials in 
BMIMBF4 are much higher than our previous surfactant tetrabutylammonium 
hydroxide-stabilized graphene sample, which is 41 F g-1 at 1 A g-1 at 30 ºC within 
a potential window from -2 to 2 V [1]. It can be inferred that conjugated PILs 
intercalated at the edges of graphene sheets play an important role in enhancing 
the surface wettability and facilitating the diffusion of the ionic liquid into 
graphene sheets, resulting in high specific capacitances. 
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Figure 5.12 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO at 20 mV s-1 
for symmetric supercapacitor cells; (b) galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of 
coPIL-RGO at different current densities; (c) Nyquist plots of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-
RGO electrode materials. (d) Rangon plot showing the energy density and power 
density for hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO electrodes. 
 As discussed earlier, the use of BMIMBF4 takes advantage of its larger 
electrochemical stability window, which in turn increased both the energy density 
and power density of the device. However, energy density and power density can 
only be calculated at the packaged cell level [35]. Thus, a swagelok-type two-
electrode symmetrical supercapacitor cell was also constructed to analyse the 
electrochemical performance of these materials using BMIMBF4 in acetonitrile 
electrolyte. Figure 5.12a shows CV curves obtained from the supercapacitor 
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assembled with hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO electrodes for voltages up to 2.5 V 
with a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. The CV curves were relatively rectangular in shape 
and coPIL-RGO electrode material exhibits a slightly higher current output than 
hoPIL-RGO. The potential window of conjugated PILs intercalated graphene 
materials in BMIMBF4 is limited to -1.5 to 1.5 V and 0 - 2.5 V in three-electrode 
system and two-electrode cell, respectively, in consideration of the 
electrochemical stability of conjugated PILs itself [36] as well as instability caused 
by the residual functional groups in graphene materials. Figure 5.12b shows 
galvanostatic charge/discharge curves at different current densities, displaying 
symmetrical triangles with appreciable IR drops and nearly linear response, which 
indicate excellent capacitive behaviour. To further evaluate the device 
performance, the frequency response of the supercapacitor incorporating the 
conjugated PILs-RGO materials and BMIMBF4/AN electrolyte was analysed using 
EIS. Figure 5.12c shows Nyquist plots of as prepared samples in two-electrode 
cell. Equivalent series resistance (ESR) of hoPIL-RGO is slightly lower than 
coPIL-RGO at around 1.8 Ω which determines the specific power of the 
supercapacitor [37]. The negligible high-frequency resistor-capacitor (RC) loops 
or semicircles show good electrode contact, due to the enhanced compatibility 
between the electrode materials and IL electrolyte. The 45º sloped portion, 
Warburg resistance, corresponding to the ion diffusion/transport of the electrolyte 
ions within the electrode can be observed from the Nyquist plots. Appropriate 
Warburg regions on the plots may be ascribed to the incompletely exfoliation of 
graphene sheets due to edge-intercalation. Nearly vertical Nyquist plots are 
observed for hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO at low frequency, indicating a good 
capacitor response. 
 The power (P) and energy (E) densities of our supercapacitors were calculated 










            (2.5) 
where V is the cell voltage (in volts), CT is the total capacitance of the cell (in 
farads) and Rs is the equivalent series resistance determined from the IR drop in 
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the galvanostatic discharge curve. The corresponding energy density versus power 
density is shown in Figure 5.12d. It is seen that the coPIL-RGO based device 
exhibits a maximal energy density of 14.7 Wh kg-1 and a power density of 54.8 
kW kg-1 at 0.5 A g-1. Another symmetric supercapacitor, hoPIL-RGO, exhibits an 
energy density of 14.6 Wh kg-1 and a power density of 60.8 kW kg-1. And its 
power density reaches to 342 kW kg-1 at a reasonable energy density of 3.2 Wh kg-
1 at the current density of 5 A g-1. High power density is achieved due to the 
improved surface wettability resulting from the structural similarity of conjugated 
PILs and BMIMBF4 electrolyte, while limited energy density may because of the 
incompletely exfoliated graphene sheets.  
 It has been shown that the electrochemical performance of hoPIL-RGO is 
higher than coPIL-RGO in aqueous electrolytes, while coPIL-RGO exhibits 
slightly better electrochemical properties in ionic liquid electrolyte. On one hand, 
hoPIL-RGO composite contains more imidazolium moieties which can improve 
the wettability of electrode surface better. On the other hand, coPIL has two 
flexible hexyl chains with imidzolium tails and two bare hydrophobic hexyl chains 
alternately attached to the fluorene unit, and thus coPIL may have a better 
arrangement and intercalation in graphene sheets compared with hoPIL, resulting 
in better accommodation for electrolyte ions and more convenient interfacial 
charge-transfer, consistent with the previous XRD results. This factor impacts 
more in BMIMBF4 due to the intrinsic properties of ionic liquid electrolyte, such 
as large ion sizes, and high viscosity. This would lead to slightly higher energy 
density found in coPIL-RGO composite compared to hoPIL-RGO in BMIMBF4 
electrolyte, consistent with the EIS results discussed previously. 
 The cycling stabilities of conjugated PILs intercalated graphene materials in 
BMIMBF4 were tested in two-electrode cell at a current density of 2 A g-1, and the 
results are shown in Figure 5.13. 90% and 85% of the original capacitances were 
retained for coPIL-RGO and hoPIL-RGO composites, respectively, after 2000 
cycles, showing these electrode materials had good cycling stabilities. As 
discussed before, the partially imidazolium terminated hexyl chains of coPIL may 
account for the higher stability of coPIL-RGO compared with hoPIL-RGO 
composite in BMIMBF4. 
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Figure 5.13 Cycle stability tests of hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO composites in 
BMIMBF4/AN using two-electrode configuration under a current loading of 2 A g-1. 
5.4 Summary 
 We designed the concept of using conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic 
liquids modified reduced graphene oxide as supercapacitor electrodes. Two kinds 
of conjugated PILs with different structures were prepared, and their 
corresponding modified graphene materials can be obtained on the gram scale. 
Electrochemical performance of the two composites was investigated in aqueous 
electrolyte using three electrode system. Specific capacitances as high as 223 and 
222 F g-1 for hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO composites were measured and with 
good cycling stability. Three-electrode system and two-electrode system were 
employed to investigate the electrochemical performance of these composites in 
ionic liquid electrolyte, and a high specific capacitance of 132 F g-1 can be 
obtained for coPIL-RGO at room temperature at a current density of 0.5 A g-1. 
Furthermore, coPIL-RGO based symmetric supercapacitor exhibited a slightly 
higher energy density of 14.7 Wh kg-1 with lower power density of 54.8 kW kg-1 at 
a current density of 0.5 A g-1, while hoPIL-RGO based symmetric supercapacitor 
showed a higher power density of 60.8 kW kg-1 but a slightly lower energy density 
of 14.6 Wh kg-1. Maximum power densities around 340 kW kg-1 were obtained for 
hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO composites at a current density of 5 A g-1. Our work 
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Surfactants-stabilized graphene/polyaniline nanofiber 
composites for high performance supercapacitor electrode 
6.1 Introduction 
 Conducting polymers are well known for their high flexibility and relatively high 
specific capacitance. Among these materials, polyaniline (PANI) has been considered 
as one of the most promising electrode materials because of its low cost, easy 
synthesis and relatively high conductivity [1]. Huang et al. proposed a rapid mixing 
method for preparing 1D polyaniline nanofibers (PANI-F) with diameters < 100 nm, 
possessing superior electrochemical properties due to the combination of the 
properties of low-dimensional organic conductors with high surface area materials [2, 
3]. A major problem of using polyaniline materials for supercapacitors is that they 
exhibit poor stabilities during the charge/discharge process [4-6]. The combination of 
PANI with carbon materials is effective to improve their electrochemical 
performances by taking advantage of the superior features of both components. 
Therefore, composites of graphene and polyaniline have been prepared and used for 
supracapacitor electrodes with improved performance by several research groups 
including us [7-16, 17].  
Wang et al. [10] and Han et al. [14] investigated the synergistic effect of PANI-
GO composites for electrochemical performance, however, the insulating property of 
GO limits their further improvement. Wang et al. [9], and Zhao et al. [17] prepared 
PANI-graphene composites through electropolymerization with improved capacitor 
performance. Meanwhile, Eftekhari et al. [16] proposed convincing mechanisms upon 
similar systems. Yan et al.[11] and Murugan et al. [12] reported the fabrication of 
PANI-graphene composites through in situ polymerization method using graphene 
directly reduced from GO, which may involve agglomeration form of graphene sheets 
and hinder the performance of as-prepared composites for supercapacitor electrode. 
Wu et al. [8] and Liu et al.[15] prepared graphene-polyaniline film sheets through 
vaccum filtration of mixed dispersions of both components. Wang et al. synthesized 
graphene/polyaniline hybrid material by an in situ polymerization-
reduction/dedoping-redoping process with improved electrochemical behaivor [13]. 
Our group also reported that homogeneous graphene/polyaniline nanofiber 
composites can be prepared by in situ polymerization of aniline in the presence of 
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well-dispersed GO in acid solution followed by reduction of GO with hydrazine and 
re-oxidation of polyaniline by strong oxidant [7]. However, during the reduction and 
re-oxidation process, the chemical and electronic structure of the polyaniline was 
unavoidably changed, leading to degradation of capacitor performance. Therefore, the 
ability to prepare homogeneous composites while keeping the intrinsic structure and 
property of both graphene and polyaniline is cruicial to prepare high performance 
supercapacitor electrode materials.  
 Based on this background, our aim is to utilize the well-dispersed SSG described in 
Chapter 4 for the preparation of homogeneously dispersed graphene/PANI-F 
composites with improved electrochemical performance. The morphology and 
intrinsic properties of both components should be well preserved in order to achieve a 
better synergetic effect.  
 In this chapter, we report for the first time an easy one-step in situ polymerization 
method for the preparation of surfactant-stabilized graphene/PANI-F composites, 
which exhibit very good performance as supercapacitor electrode. 
Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
(SDBS) stabilized graphene materials were prepared by reduction of GO in the 
presence of surfactants and the obtained SSG can form a stable dispersion in aqueous 
solutions and exhibit good capacitance performance based on our recent results [18]. 
Herein, such SSG materials were used for the preparation of homogeneous 
graphene/PANI-F composites by simple in situ polymerization of aniline in the 
presence of SSG without the need of post-reduction and re-oxidation. Therefore, the 
intrinsic structures and properties of graphene and polyaniline remained under this 
process. Different weight feed ratios of SSG and aniline in the polymerization were 
also investigated to select the SSG/PANI-F composite with best performance. 
SSG/PANI-F composites were fabricated through the polymerization of aniline using 
rapid mixing method in the presence of SSG. Due to the good dispersibility of SSG 
and the mild reaction condition, a homogeneous dispersion of individual graphene 
sheets within the polymer matrix was achieved and the morphology as well as 
intrinsic properties of both components was well preserved, which has an important 
impact on the improvement of the specific capacitances of the graphene/PANI-F 
composites SSG/PANI-F composites prepared in this easy one-step polymerization 
method show improved performance as electrode materials of supercapacitors 
compared with the results reported previously [7]. 
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6.2 Experimental section 
6.2.1 Material synthesis 
I
 
Figure 6.1 Illustration of the process for the preparation of SSG/PANI-F composites. 
 Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized from natural graphite by a modified 
Hummers method [7]. TBAOH and SDBS stabilized graphene materials, termed as 
GTR and GSR, respectively, were prepared by chemical reduction of GO in the 
presence of surfactants in water followed by filtration and washing [18]. As illustrated 
in Figure 6.1, SSG/PANI-F composites were prepared by in situ polymerization of 
aniline in a suspension of GTR or GSR in acidic solution. The weight feed ratio of 
aniline to SSG was varied as 90 : 10, 50 : 50, and 20 : 80, and the resulting 
composites were named as PAGT9:1, PAGT5:5, PAGT2:8, and PAGS9:1, 
respectively. Typically the purified aniline was dissolved in 1 M HCl at a 
concentration of 0.3 M and the SSG sample was dispersed in the resulting solution 
with the aid of ultrasonication for 15 min. While maintaining vigorous stirring, an 
equal volume of 0.08 M ammonium peroxydisulfate in 1 M HCl was rapidly poured 
into the mixture. The mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature overnight. The 
solid was collected by vacuum filtration washed with D.I. water and ethanol and dried 
in a vacuum oven at 80 oC for 12 h. The real mass percentages of the polyaniline in 
the composites were estimated as 65% for PAGT9:1, 21% for PAGT5:5, 9% for 
PAGT2:8 and 67% for PAGS9:1 by weighing the powder before and after 
polymerization. For comparison, pure PANI-F was synthesized in the absence of SSG 
using a similar procedure [2]. 
6.2.2 Material characterization 
 Samples were characterized using XRD, TGA, FESEM, TEM techniques (detailed 
in Chapter 3). Conductivity measurements of the composites were made on pressed 
pellets (1.3 cm diameter, < 1 mm thickness) measured by a conventional four-probe 
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technique with an SD-600 Sheet Resistivity Meter. A three-electrode cell system was 
used to evaluate the electrochemical performance by electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS), cyclic voltammetry (CV), and galvanostatic charge-discharge 
techniques on an Autolab PGSTAT302N at room temperature. The working electrode 
was prepared by casting a Nafion-impregnated sample onto a glassy carbon electrode 
with a diameter of 5 mm. Typically, 5 mg of a composite was dispersed in 1 mL of an 
ethanol solution containing 5 µL of a Nafion solution (5 wt.% in water) by sonication 
for 30 min. 20 µL of this sample was then dropped onto the glassy carbon electrode 
and dried in an oven before the electrochemical test. The electrolyte used is a 2 M 
H2SO4 aqueous solution. A platinum sheet and a AgCl/Ag electrode were used as the 
counter and the reference electrodes, respectively. 
6.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.1 Microstructure characterizations 










































Figure 6.2 XRD patterns (a) and TGA curves (b) of GTR, GSR, pure PANI-F and 
various SSG/PANI-F composites. 
 
Figure 6.3 Reversible faradaic reaction of electrochemical doping-dedoping of 
polyaniline in acidic aqueous solution, n + m = 1, x = degree of polymerization. 
 Figure 6.2a shows the XRD patterns of GTR, GSR, pure PANI-F and various 
SSG/PANI-F composites. For GTR and GSR, the diffraction peaks at 2θ = 24.5 and 
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42.8º can be attributed to the graphite-like structure (0 0 2) and (1 0 0), respectively. 
As is commonly known, polyaniline has three ideal oxidation states, as shown in Fig. 
6.3a. Leucoemeraldine with n = 1, m = 0 is the fully reduced state. Pernigraniline is 
the fully oxidized state (n = 0, m = 1) with imine links instead of amine links. The 
emeraldine (n = m = 0.5) form of polyaniline, often referred to as emeraldine base 
(EB), is neutral; if doped it is called emeraldine salt (ES), with the imine nitrogens 
protonated by an acid [19]. The crystalline peaks of as-formed PANI-F show the 
highly pronounced oscillation structure of PANI in its ES form [20, 21]. The peak of 
SSG somewhat overlaps with the diffraction from the PANI nanofibers at 2θ = 25.2º. 
With the increasing ratio of PANI/SSG, peaks from polyaniline gradually appear and 
the decrease in the intensity of diffraction peaks of SSG at 2θ = 42.8º was easily 
observed. The XRD data of SSG/PANI-F composites reveal that SSG is well mixed 
with PANI-F with no other crystalline structural changes.  
 Figure 6.2b illustrates the representative results of TGA. It can be seen that all the 
materials show a little mass loss around 100 oC due to the deintercalation of H2O. 
GTR shows steep weight loss at around 200 oC due to the destruction of TBAOH in 
the interlayer of graphene and 50% weight loss at 800 oC was observed. The poor 
stability of GTR is attributed to the release of TBAOH at lower temperature. In 
contrast, GSR shows a smaller weight loss at around 500 oC, and 36% total weight 
loss at 800 oC. At the same time, the PANI-F sample displays a 47% mass loss from 
100 to 800 oC. GTR/PANI-F composites show less weight loss compared with GTR 
and PANI-F, which may be ascribed to the neutralization and release of TBAOH that 
combined on the graphene sheet during the acidic condition reaction. It was also 
found that the composites with higher GTR loading show higher thermal stability and 
with less weight loss (Figure 6.4). Meanwhile, PAGS9:1 shows similar TGA features 
to PANI-F and GSR with a 43% mass loss at 800 oC. 
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Figure 6.4 TGA curves of PAGT2:8 and PAGT5:5 composites. 
 The morphology and structure of SSG/PANI-F composites were further studied by 
SEM and TEM (Figure 6.5). For PAGT9:1 and PAGS9:1 composites, PANI fibers 
with similar size coat homogeneously on the surface of GTR and GSR, and the 
graphene sheet retains its original layer-like structure. For PAGT5:5 and PAGT2:8, 
where PANIs are not in majority, fibrous PANIs mainly adsorb on the surface of GTR.  
 
Figure 6.5 SEM, TEM images and selected area electron diffraction patterns of 
different SSG/PANI composites: (a) SEM-PAGT2:8; (b) SEM-PAGT5:5; (c) SEM-
PAGT9:1; (d) SEM-PAGS9:1; (e) TEM-PAGT2:8; (f) TEM-PAGT5:5; (g) TEM-
PAGT9:1; (h) TEM-PAGS9:1 
 The mechanism involved during the preparation of SSG/ PANI-F composites can 
be depicted as follows. Since SSG can be easily dispersed into single or few layers in 
aqueous solution under ultrasonication [18], it is beneficial for the adsorption of 
aniline monomer to the surface of graphene sheets under stirring. When added into the 
SSG suspension, the aniline monomer as electron donor can immediately absorb onto 
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the surfaces of SSG, which serves as electron acceptor, due to electrostatic attraction 
[11, 17]. Residual carboxylic groups at the edges of SSG may also contribute to this 
kind of electrostatic interaction [8]. When oxidant is added, the aniline molecules 
absorbed on the sheets and edges are initiated to polymerize just from the absorbed 
sites, and the strong π-π stacking between the backbones of PANI-F and the graphene 
basal planes also makes PANI-F homogeneously coat onto the graphene sheets [22, 
23]. It can be concluded that this kind of morphology resulted from the interaction 
between graphene sheets and PANI-F may facilitate the electron transfer and bring a 
synergistic effect on electrochemical properties of the hybrid material.  
 Meanwhile, the typically curved, layer-like structure of GTR is reserved. Since 
SSG has good crystalline character [24] and PANI is poorly crystallized, it can be 
seen from SAED patterns that the composites show a more crystalline character with 
increasing of SSG loadings. 
6.3.2 Electrochemical behaviour 
 The performance of SSG/PANI-F composites as electrode materials for 
supercapacitor was investigated by standard cyclic voltommetry (CV) and 
galvanostatic charge-discharge technique. The as-formed PANI-F exists in ES form, 
as confirmed by XRD, and is quite stable at room temperature and electrically 
conductive upon doping with acid. The pseudo-capacitance of PANI comes from the 
redox reaction involving counterion influx and outflux from the polymer (Figure 6.3). 
Upon doping or oxidation, electron delocalisation occurs along the polymer chains to 
enable high conductivity and pseudo-capacitance. This doping charge is reclaimed 
after the polymer is dedoped by reduction. Thus, acid aqueous solution is commonly 
chosen as electrolyte for evaluating the electrochemical behavior of PANI, while in a 
neutral aqueous solution, protonic doping-dedoping of PANI almost could not happen 
due to a low concentration of H+ [25, 26]. 
 The cyclic voltammograms of the different composite electrodes within a potential 
window from -0.2 to 0.8 V (vs. AgCl/Ag) in 2 M H2SO4 (aq.) at 100 mV s-1 are shown 
in Figure 6.6. GTR and GSR exhibit a relatively rectangular shape which is 
characteristic of an electric double layer capacitance (EDLC) with specific 
capacitances of 200 and 160 F g-1, respectively (Figure 6.7). The CV curve of PANI-F 
demonstrates the typical CV characteristic of PANI with two pairs of redox peaks, 
attributed to the redox transition of PANI between a semiconducting state  
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Figure 6.6 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of the different composite electrodes; (b) CV 
curves of PAGT9:1 at different scan rates; galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of 
the SSG/PANI-F composites at (c) 1 and (d) 0.2 A g-1. 














































Figure 6.7 Cyclic voltammograms (a) and Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves (b) 
of GTR and GSR. 
(leucoemeraldine form) and a conducting state (polaronic emeraldine form) and 
transformation of emeraldine-pernigraniline [27]. As for various SSG/PANI-F 
composites, two pairs of redox peaks can be seen as a result of the redox transition of 
PANI. Meanwhile, this kind of feature for PANI in their CV curves decrease with the 
decreasing of the PANI/SSG ratio in the composites. It can also be inferred from these 
CV curves that the specific capacitances of these hybrid composites increase with 
increasing PANI loading, and PAGT9:1 has a larger specific capacitance than 
PAGS9:1. Figure 6.6b shows the CV curves of PAGT9:1 at different scan rates. With 
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increasing scan rate, the redox current clearly increases, indicating its good rate 
capability. It can also be noted that with an increase in scan rate, a positive shift of 
oxidation peaks and a negative shift of reduction peaks are observed, which is mainly 
due to the resistance of the electrode [1]. 
 Figure 6.6c and 6.6d illustrate the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of the 
SSG/PANI-F composites at two representative current densities of 1 and 0.2 A g-1 
within a potential window of -0.2 to 0.8 V (vs. AgCl/Ag). PAGT2:8 and PAGT5:5 
exhibit more symmetric triangular-shape curves at 1 A g-1, implying the capacitances 
are mainly attributed to pure electric double layer (EDL) capacitance. The deviation to 
linearity for curves of PAGT9:1 and PAGS9:1 in 1 A g-1 and charge-discharge curves 
in 0.2 A g-1 is typical of a pseudocapacitive contribution, indicating that the 
capacitances of PAGT9:1 and PAGS9:1 mainly originate from pseudocapacitance and 
the pseudocapacitive behavior is more obvious at lower current density. It can be seen 
easily that the discharging curves show two voltage stages, from 0.8 to 0.55 V and 
from 0.55 to -0.2 V, respectively. For the former stage, the relatively short discharging 
duration is ascribed to the EDL capacitance. For the latter one, the much longer 
discharging duration is associated with the combination of EDL capacitance and 
faradaic capacitance of PANI-F. Furthermore, during the negative potential region, 
decreased current in CV curves and relatively short discharging duration can be seen, 
which are due to the decreased conductivity arising from the undoped PANI in this 
potential region. The average specific capacitance values, Cavg (F g-1) of the samples 
were calculated according to the equation 4.1. 
 All the specific capacitance data of these composites at different current densities 
are summarized in Table 6.1. It can be observed that the specific capacitances of these 
hybrid materials increased while the PANI/SSG ratio in composites increased from 
PAGT2:8 (115 F g-1) to PAGT9:1 (321 F g-1) at a current density of 1 A g-1, and a 
maximum specific capacitance of 526 F g-1 was obtained at a current density of 0.2 A 
g-1 for PAGT9:1.  
 Meanwhile, PAGS9:1 has slightly lower specific capacitances at all current 
densities compared with PAGT9:1, which is consistent with the CV curves discussed 
above. For PAGT5:5 and PAGT2:8, no obvious specific capacitance changes can be 
seen compared with pure PANI-F, GTR and GSR at a current density of 1 A g-1. 
However, their specific capacitances increase more obviously at lower current 
densities in contrast to pure PANI-F. These data suggest that the specific capacitances 
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of SSG/PANI-F composites are significantly enhanced due to synergic effects from 
both pristine components, and the pseudocapacitance of PANI-F plays a more 
important role in the improvement of total specific capacitance. On the one hand, due 
to the high conductivity and large surface area, SSG forms a conducting network and 
greatly improves the redox activity of PANI-F. From Table 6.1, it can be found that 
the conductivities of SSG/PANI-F composites are much higher than that of pure 
PANI-F. On the other hand, the fibrous structure of PANIs can inhibit the re-
aggregation of graphene sheets. Meanwhile, the incorporation of SSG can effectively 
enhance the stability of the hybrid materials. 
 
Table 6.1 Conductivities of GTR, GSR, PANI-F and SSG/PANI-F composites and 
their specific capacitances at different current densities in 2 M H2SO4 (aq.). 
Samples Conductivity 
(S m-1) 
Specific capacitance (F g-1) 
1 A g-1 0.5 A g-1 0.2 A g-1 
PAGT2:8 54.2 115 193 363 
PAGT5:5 40.8 136 240 460 
PAGT9:1 40.3 321 388 526 
PAGS9:1 61.0 243 304 480 
PANI-F 10.6 130 140 264 
GTR 2.7 194 - - 
GSR 83 159 - - 
  






















Figure 6.8 Capacity retention of PAGT9:1 and PANI in 2 M H2SO4 versus the number 
of charge/discharge cycles under current density of 2 A g-1. 
 The cycling electrochemical stabilities of PAGT9:1 based electrode was tested by 
galvanostatic charge-discharge at a current density of 2 A g-1 (Figure 6.8): 74% of the 
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original capacitance retained after 500 cycles, much higher than that of pure PANI 
(43% retained), which suggests the greatly improved cycling stability ascribed to the 
addition of SSG. Due to the presence of graphene sheets as substrate, the swelling and 
shrinkage of PANI during doping-dedoping processes can be efficiently restrained, 
thus hybrid material becomes more adaptable to volumetric changes during redox 
reaction and a significant improvement on cycling stability is achieved [6, 13]. 


















































Figure 6.9 Nyquist plots of different composites electrodes. Insets are the amplified 
images of Nyquist plots in the high frequency region. 
 The high-performance electrodes consisting of SSG/PANI-F were further 
examined by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) analysis in a 
frequency range of 0.1-10 kHz, and results are shown in Figure 6.9. Equivalent series 
resistances of all the materials are around 2 Ω, which can be determined from the x 
intercept of the Nyquist plots. The Nyquist plots of PANI-F and SSG/PANI-F 
composites exhibit a semicircle over the high frequency region, indicating the 
interfacial charge-transfer resistance of the material. Meanwhile, no semicircles can 
be detected for GTR and GSR, which suggests their low interfacial charge transfer 
resistances. Similarly, PAGT2:8 shows a more negligible semicircle because of the 
low content of PANI-F and the high conductivity of GTR sheets. For PAGT5:5, 
PAGT9:1 and PAGS9:1, a straight 45º sloped line can be seen in the low frequency 
region which is Warburg resistance resulting from the frequency dependence of ion 
diffusion/transport in the electrolyte. PAGT2:8 also shows negligible Warburg region 
on the Nyquist plots, which can be ascribed to the short and equal diffusion path 
length of the ions in the electrolyte. Furthermore, GTR, GSR and PAGT2:8 show 
nearly vertical Nyquist plots at the low frequency part, indicating a nearly ideal 
capacitor response. 
 The specific capacitances of SSG/PANI-F composites are higher than the previous 
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reported graphene/PANI composite materials [7], which can be ascribed to the 
unchanged original morphology and homogeneous mixing of both components under 
the mild reaction conditions. In this study, due to the well-preserved properties of 
PANI-F, the significant improvement of total specific capacitance of SSG/PANI-F 
composites is mainly attributed to the pseudocapacitance of PANI-F, and the SSG may 
act as a template and conducting material. Thus, a modified PANI/SSG ratio of 9 : 1 
with higher capacitance can be concluded. This explains the highest specific 
capacitance of 526 F g-1 obtained from PAGT9:1 at a current density of 0.2 A g-1 and 
even at a higher current density of 1 A g-1, a quite excellent value of 321 F g-1 can be 
obtained. Meanwhile, the cycling stability of PAGT9:1 was greatly enhanced due to 
the addition of GTR. 
6.4 Summary 
 A series of homogeneous surfactant-stabilized graphene/PANI-F composites was 
prepared through a simple one-step in situ polymerization method. The morphology 
and electrochemical properties of both components were well preserved. High specific 
capacitances and good cycling stability were achieved for most composites with the 
highest specific capacitance of 526 F g-1 at a current density of 0.2 A g-1 for PAGT9:1. 
More studies based on the surfactant-stabilized graphene materials and conducting 
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Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide intercalated 
graphene/polypyrrole nanowire composites for high 
performance supercapacitor electrode 
7.1 Introduction 
 Apart from polyaniline (PANI) described in Chapter 6, of all known electrically 
conducting polymers (ECPs), polypyrrole (PPy) is particularly appropriate for the 
application of supercapacitor electrode material because of the water solubility of the 
pyrrole monomer as well as it being more environmentally ‘‘friendly’’ with regard to 
the carcinogenic risks associated with the degradation products of polyaniline [1]. 
 Recently, much effort has been devoted to produce composites of redox 
pseudocapacitive PPy and double-layer capacitive carbon material graphene to create 
a synergetic effect resulting in significantly enhanced performances and stabilities. 
Zhang et al. demonstrated the preparation of layered graphene oxide structures with 
sandwiched PPy of different morphologies in which a high specific capacitance of 
over 500 F g-1 at a current density of 0.3 A g-1 was realized [2]. Biswas et al. 
combined graphene nanosheets with polypyrrole nanowires in a multi-layered 
configuration to create a binder free multi-layered composite structure electrode, 
exhibiting a high specific capacitance of ~165 F g-1 at 1 A g-1 discharge current 
density [3]. Many groups focus on combining graphene with polypyrrole using an 
electropolymerization method to achieve higher electrochemical performances [4-6]. 
Xu, Zhang and Bose et al. fabricated graphene/polypyrrole composites via in situ 
polymerization, and specific capacitances of 318.6 F g-1 at a scan rate of 2 mV s-1, 482 
F g-1 at a current density of 0.5 A g-1, and 267 F g-1 at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1 were 
obtained [7-9]. 
 One-dimensional (1D) nanostructures exhibit superior electrochemical properties 
compared to three-dimensional structures due to their smaller dimensions and high 
aspect ratios [10]. Zhang et al. reported a simple template strategy for the synthesis of 
1D wire-like polypyrrole nanostructures in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (CTAB) [11]. In this chapter, based on the CTAB-stablized graphene (GCR) 
material developed by our group recently [12], which has good dispersibility in 
aqueous solvents and high specific capacitances, we have, for the first time, prepared 
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PPy nanowire-graphene composites using a simple one-step in situ polymerization. 
The electrochemical performances of the as-prepared PPy nanowire/GCR composites 
with different loading ratios were investigated in both 1 M H2SO4 (aq.) and 1M KCl 
(aq.), and different capacitive behaviors were observed. Upon the combination of PPy 
nanowire and GCR sheet, a synergetic effect was achieved through the 
complementary advantages of an electrical double layer capacitor (EDLC) and a 
faradaic pseudocapacitor. Meanwhile, the unique nanowire–sheet morphology is 
beneficial for ionic accessibility and electron transportation, which can be ascribed to 
the better electrochemical performance obtained. 
7.2 Experimental section 
7.2.1 Material synthesis 
 Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized from natural graphite by a modified 
Hummers method [13]. CTAB stabilized graphene material, termed as GCR, was 
prepared by the chemical reduction of GO in the presence of a surfactant in water 
followed by filtration and washing [12]. PPy nanowires were prepared through a 
simple strategy using lamellar inorganic/ organic mesostructures as templates [11]. 
 Typically, 0.3 mmol CTAB was dissolved in 30 mL of distilled water to form a 
homogeneous solution. Then, 60 mL of pyrrole monomer was added and the mixture 
was stirred vigorously for 10 min and then cooled to 0-5 oC. Pre-cooled ammonium 
persulfate (APS) aqueous solution (0.90 mmol, 6.5 mL) was added dropwise into the 
mixture with simultaneous vigorous stirring. The solution was allowed to stand at 0-5 
oC for a further 24 h. The solid PPy was collected by vacuum filtration, washed with 
D.I. water and ethanol, and dried in a vacuum oven at 80 oC for 12 h. For PPy/GCR 
composites, a similar procedure was followed except different amounts of GCR were 
added to the surfactant aqueous solution and sonicated for 15 min before adding the 
pyrrole monomer, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Hydrophobic pyrrole molecules will 
predominately locate themselves in the interior of the micelles in aqueous solutions of 
the cationic surfactant CTAB [2, 11]. In the process, the pyrrole monomer has been 
adsorbed onto the surface of the graphene via π-π stacking as well as by electrostatic 
interactions [7-9, 14]. Lamellar mesostructural (CTA)2S2O8 formed in situ during 
polymerization between surfactant cations and oxidising anions acted as a template 
for the formation of 1D PPy nanowires [11]. The weight feed ratio of pyrrole to GCR 
was varied (9 : 1, 5 : 1, 1 : 1 and 1 : 3), and theresulting composites were named as 
PPyGCR91, PPyGCR51, PPyGCR11, and PPyGCR13, respectively. The real mass 
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ratios of polypyrrole and GCR in the composites were estimated as 9.46 : 1, 5.12 : 1, 
1.07 : 1 and 1 : 3.48, respectively, by weighing the powder before and after 
polymerization. 
 
Figure 7.1 Illustration of the process for the preparation of PPy/GCR composites. 
7.2.2 Material characterization 
 Samples were characterized using XRD, TGA, FESEM, TEM techniques (detailed 
in Chapter 3). A three-electrode cell system was used to evaluate the electrochemical 
performance by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), cyclic voltammetry 
(CV), and galvanostatic charge-discharge techniques on an Autolab PGSTAT302N at 
room temperature. The working electrode was prepared by casting a nafion 
impregnated sample onto a glassy carbon electrode with a diameter of 5 mm. 
Typically, 5 mg of a composite was dispersed in 1 mL of ethanol solution containing 5 
mL of nafion solution (5 wt.% in water) by sonication for 30 min. Then, 20 mL of this 
sample was dropped onto the glassy carbon electrode and dried in an oven before the 
electrochemical test. Both 1M H2SO4 and 1M KCl aqueous solutions were added as 
the electrolytes. A platinum sheet and a AgCl/Ag electrode were used as the counter 
and the reference electrodes, respectively. 
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7.3 Results and discussion 
7.3.1 Microstructure characterizations 
















Figure 7.2 XRD patterns of PPy, GCR and representative PPy/GCR composites. 
 The XRD patterns of pure PPy, pure GCR, and the PPy/GCR composites are 
shown in Figure 7.2. Pure PPy nanowires exhibit two broad bands at about 2θ = 26 
(i.e., d = 0.34 nm) and 42.5º, indicating their amorphous nature. For GCR, the 
diffraction peaks at 2θ = 21.4º (i.e., d = 0.41 nm) and 42.6º can be attributed to the 
graphite-like structure (002) and (100), respectively. The weak diffraction peak 
around 9.4º is caused by the residual surfactant CTAB intercalated [12, 15]. It can be 
seen that the two weak broad peaks of PPy somewhat overlap with peaks from GCR 
at 21.4 and 42.6º. However, the character of the diffraction peaks from GCR becomes 
more obvious with an increasing loading ratio of GCR in the composites. As for 
PPyGCR13, reflection peaks with higher intensity can be seen. From the XRD 
patterns, it can be concluded that the amorphous nature of PPy was preserved and no 
additional crystalline phase changes occurred in the composites. 
 The FT-IR absorption spectra of PPy, PPyGCR91 and GCR are shown in Figure 
7.3. The characteristic polypyrrole peaks located at 1550 and 1464 cm-1 are due to the 
symmetric and antisymmetric ring-stretching modes, respectively. A broad band at 
3000-3500 cm-1 describes the N-H stretching vibrations [8, 16]. The bands at 1046 
and 1310 cm-1 are attributed to C-H deformation vibrations and C-N stretching 
vibrations, respectively [9]. Meanwhile, peaks near 1193 and 915 cm-1 indicate 
thedoping state of polypyrrole and the bands at 792 and 968 cm-1 verify the presence 
of polymerized pyrrole [7, 15]. The broad peak at 3422 cm-1 of GCR could be 
assigned to the O-H stretching vibration, suggesting residual oxide groups exist. The 
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peaks at 2916 and 2845 cm-1 are designated as the asymmetric stretching and 
symmetric vibrations of CH2, respectively, indicating the existence of surfactant 
CTAB in GCR [2]. All of the peaks can be seen in the PPy/GCR composites, showing 
the presence of both PPy and GCR in these composites. 






















































































Figure 7.4 Raman spectra of PPy, GCR and PPy/GCR composites. 
 The Raman spectrum of GCR (Figure 7.4a) shows characteristic D and G bands at 
1348 and 1580 cm-1, respectively. The G band represents the first-order scattering of 
the E2g vibrational mode, and the D band is assigned to the dispersive, defect-induced 
vibrations [17]. The Raman spectrum of PPy shows a C=C band at around 1589 cm-1, 
corresponding to the C=C backbone stretching of PPy. The band at 1360 cm-1 is 
attributed to the ring stretching mode of PPy. The peak at 1052 cm-1 is attributed to 
the C-H in-plane deformation. The bands located at about 978 and 938 cm-1 
correspond to ring deformations associated with the dication (bipolaron) and the 
radical cation (polaron), respectively [18-22]. The Raman spectrum of the 
PPy/GCR51 composite shows the bands for PPy and an enhanced intensity of the 
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band around 1350 cm-1, which indicates the interaction between pyrrole and graphene 
sheets [17]. 
 The thermal stabilities of PPy, GCR and the PPy/GCR composites were studied by 
TGA, and representative curves are shown in Figure 7.5. It can be seen from this 
figure that all the materials show a little mass loss around 100 oC due to the 
deintercalation of H2O. GCR shows a steep weight loss at around 200 oC, ascribed to 
the decomposition of CTAB in the interlayer of graphene, and a total weight loss of 
48% at 900 oC. Meanwhile, PPy displays a 58% mass loss from 100 to 900 oC. 
PPy/GCR composites show similar TGA features to GCR and PPy with 55, 51, 50, 
and 46% mass loss for PPy/GCR91, PPy/GCR51, PPy/GCR11 and PPy/GCR13, 
respectively, indicating a better thermal stability with increasing GCR loading. 
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Figure 7.5 FT-IR spectra of PPy, GCR and representative PPy/GCR composites. 
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Figure 7.6 N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of PPyGCR91. The inset is the 
corresponding pore-size distributions. 
 PPy/GCR composites exhibit a type IV nitrogen adsorption isotherm, indicating 
samples having relatively large pores [23]. Figure 7.6 shows the N2 adsorption-
desorption isotherm and BJH pore-size distribution curve (inset) of sample 
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PPyGCR91. Data in Table 7.1 show that the PPy/GCR composites have much higher 
surface areas than pure GCR due to the incorporation of PPy nanowires. Furthermore, 
PPyGCR91 and PPyGCR11 exhibit higher specific surface areas than other 
composites, which may result from an optimum combination of GCR sheet and PPy 
nanowire morphology due to the specific mass ratios and thus can contribute to a 
higher electrochemical performance. The morphology and structure of PPy, GCR and 
the PPy/GCR composites were characterized using SEM and TEM (Figure 7.7 and 
7.8). The pure polypyrrole prepared by the described procedure shows uniform 
nanowire morphology with diameters around 25 nm and lengths up to several 
micrometers. GCR prepared here exhibits a curved, thin, flaky appearance. In all 
PPy/GCR composites, PPy retains its wire-like morphology with similar size to the 
pure PPy nanowires, and GCR retains its layer-like structure. For PPyGCR91, where 
PPy nanowires are in the majority, GCR sheets are embedded in the PPy nanowires 
with rather uniform distribution. For the PPyGCR51 composite, PPy nanowires 
homogeneously coat the surface of GCR sheets, and are distributed both on the 
surface and between the GCR sheets. For other PPy/GCR composites with a reduced 
amount of PPy, wire-like PPy mainly adsorbs on the surface or intercalates between 
GCR sheets, and the wrinkled, folded, layer-like morphology of GCR is well 
reserved.  
 Since GCR has good crystalline character and PPy nanowires have amorphous 
nature, it can be seen from the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of 
PPyGCR91, PPyGCR51, PPyGCR11 and PPyGCR13 that with an increase of 
graphene ratio, the composites show an increase of crystalline character (Figure 7.8, 




Figure 7.7 SEM images of PPy nanowire (a), GCR (b), PPyGCR91 (c), PPyGCR51 
(d), PPyGCR11 (e), and PPyGCR13 (f). 
 
Figure 7.8 TEM images of PPyGCR91 (a), PPyGCR51 (b), PPyGCR11 (c) and 
PPyGCR13 (d). Insets are the corresponding SAED patterns. 
7.3.2 Electrochemical behavior 
 The performance of the as-prepared PPy/GCR composites as electrode materials 
for supercapacitors was tested by standard CV, galvanostatic charge-discharge 
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technique and EIS. All electrochemistry measurements were conducted in a 
threeelectrode cell. The average specific capacitance was estimated from the 
discharge slope according to the equation 4.1. 
 The electrochemical tests were performed in both 1 M H2SO4 and 1 M KCl 
aqueous solutions, within potential windows from -0.2 to 0.8 V and -0.5 to 0.5 V vs. 
AgCl/Ag, respectively. Figure 7.9 compares the cyclic voltammetry characteristics of 
different composite electrodes in different electrolytes at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1. 


























































Figure 7.9 The cyclic voltammograms of different composite electrodes at a scan rate 
of 100 mV s-1 in 1 M H2SO4 (a) and 1 M KCl (b). 
 It can be seen that the CV curve of GCR in 1 M H2SO4 (aq.) has an almost 
rectangular shape, indicating a good charge propagation and ion response within the 
electrodes [12]. The CV curve of PPy nanowire shows a broad oxidation peak around 
0.4 V. Both oxidation and reduction currents decrease toward the negative potential 
end, which is an indication of the polymer gradually becoming inactive and resistive 
[1]. In the same potential range, the CV curves of PPyGCR composites show more 
rectangular shapes compared with that of PPy nanowires, indicating faster charging 
and discharging behavior of the composites. Meanwhile, PPyGCR91 shows a much 
higher output current than the other composites, suggesting a larger electrochemical 
capacity. 
 The CV curve of GCR in 1 M KCl exhibits an almost rectangular shape but quite a 
low current output, indicating a relatively low specific capacitance under this neutral 
condition. The CV curve of PPy in 1M KCl shows a more distorted feature, and the 
current significantly decreases in the negative potential region, which shows that the 
conductivity of the polymer drastically decreases as it becomes neutral (undoped) 
[24]. In contrast, the CV curves of PPyGCR composites in 1 M KCl electrolyte 
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display voltage reversal at each end potential with respect to the zero-current line and 
rapid current responses. The rectangular-like and almost symmetric I-E responses of 
ideal capacitive behavior match the requirement of the application as supercapacitors, 
which also suggest a better cyclability [1]. It can be clearly seen that with the 
increasing GCR loading in the hybrid composites, the redox current decreases which 
indicates a lower specific capacitance. Meanwhile, it can be deduced that PPyGCR91 
has the highest electrochemical performance. 
 The specific capacitance was calculated from the galvanostatic discharge branch. 
Figure 7.10 presents the charge/discharge curves of PPy, GCR and various PPyGCR 
composites in 1 M H2SO4 (Figure 7.10a) and 1 M KCl (Figure 7.10b) aqueous 
solutions at a current density of 1 A g-1. More detailed results are showed in Table 7.1. 






















































Figure 7.10 Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of different composites electrode 
at a current density of 1 A g-1 in 1 M H2SO4 (a) and 1 M KCl (b). 
 The galvanostatic charge-discharge curve of GCR in 1 M H2SO4 is almost linear, 
indicating its good double-layer capacitive behavior. The small deviation from an 
ideal triangle shape may due to the residual oxygen functional groups on the edge. 
The curve of PPy is distorted from a symmetrical triangle shape due to the existence 
of the faradaic reactions. In comparison, the charge-discharge curves of the PPy/GCR 
composites show less distorted and more symmetric features, indicating a combined 
effect of double-layer and redox capacitive behavior. The PPy/GCR composite 
electrodes have much longer charge-discharge durations, which means enhanced 
charge storage capacities. PPyGCR91 exhibits the highest specific capacitance of 177 
F g-1 under such conditions, much higher than either PPy or GCR alone (120 and 126 
F g-1, respectively). A specific capacitance of as high as 492 F g-1 was obtained at a 
current density of 0.2 A g-1, due to a more complete faradaic reaction at a lower 
current density. With the decreasing PPy loading in the composites, the specific 
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capacitances of the PPyGCR composites decrease accordingly, which may result from 
a lower contribution to pseudocapcitance from PPy. 
 





1 M KCl 1 M H2SO4 BET 
surface area 
(m2 g-1) 
1 A g-1 0.5 A g-1 0.2 A g-1 1 A g-1 0.5 A g-1 0.2 A g-1 
PPy  120 128 141 122 194 301 73.45 
GCR  42 47 55 126 179 220 27.34 
PPyGCR91 9.46:1 182 195 214 177 256 492 105.7 
PPyGCR51 5.12:1 162 178 204 170 248 361 49.87 
PPyGCR11 1.07:1 136 143 158 156 246 324 102.7 
PPyGCR13 1:3.48 78 83 94 130 163 200 57.99 
 
 Highly linear and triangle-shaped charge-discharge curves of the as-prepared 
composites in 1 M KCl electrolyte can be seen from Figure 7.10b, suggesting the 
increased EDL capacitive behaviour of these composites in such neutral conditions. 
Upon the incorporation of GCR, the specific capacitances of PPyGCR91 and 
PPyGCR51 are obviously improved from 120 to 182 and 162 F g-1, respectively, 
which is due to a synergetic effect derived from PPy and GCR. Since the specific 
capacitance of GCR under such conditions is quite low (42 F g-1), the increasing 
loading of GCR in these composites inhibits higher specific capacitances from 
composites PPyGCR11 and PPyGCR13. However, the incorporation of GCR into PPy 
nanowire matrix can obviously enhance the utilization of the pseudocapacitance from 
PPy in the composites. The specific capacitance of PPy in the composite is quite good 
if extracting the capacitance contribution from GCR (Cppy = 203 F g-1 for 
PPyGCR13). 
 The significantly improved ion transport behavior of the PPyGCR composites was 
further characterized using EIS technique. EIS is a powerful technique, 
complementary to galvanostatic cycling, which provides more information on the 
electrochemical frequency behavior of the system. The EIS data were analyzed using 
Nyquist plots and are presented in Figure 7.11. 
 Figure 7.11a shows the impedance spectra of PPy, GCR and the PPyGCR 
composites in 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte. The equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the 
electrode can be obtained from the intercept of the Nyquist plots with the real 
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impedance (Z’), which includes the resistance of the electrolyte, the intrinsic 
resistance of the active material, and the contact resistance at the interface of the 
active material/current collector [25]. All the materials show comparable ESR at about 
5 Ω. For PPy, PPyGCR91, PPyGCR51 and PPyGCR11, the curves are similar in 
form, composed of a semicircle at high-frequency and a straight line in the low-
frequency region. The curved region of the pure PPy nanowire is much larger than the 
other three PPyGCR composites, indicating a high interfacial chargetransfer 
resistance, which can be attributed to its poor electrical conductivity. The 45º sloped 
portion of the Nyquist plots, the so called Warburg resistance, is a result of the 
frequency dependence of ion transport in the electrolyte. The smaller Warburg region 
of PPyGCR11 among these four composites indicates fewer variations in ion diffusion 
path lengths and less obstruction of ion movement. GCR and PPyGCR13 show nearly 
vertical Nyquist plots at the low frequency part, indicating an almost ideal capacitor 
response. 
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Figure 7.11 Nyquist plots of different composite electrodes in 1 M H2SO4 (a) and 1 M 
KCl (b). 
 The Nyquist plots of PPy, GCR and the PPyGCR composites in 1 M KCl aqueous 
solution are presented in Figure 7.11b. The equivalent series resistances (ESR) of all 
the materials are about 15 Ω. The negligible high frequency curves for all samples, 
including pure PPy nanowires, indicate that interfacial chargetransfer resistance is 
significantly low or body impedance is too large [8]. GCR exhibits a larger Warburg 
region in the 1 M KCl electrolyte compared to the 1 M H2SO4, revealing a relatively 
weaker charge propagation and ion response in this neutral condition. PPy nanowires 
show a larger Warburg resistance compared with other composites, indicating a higher 
ion diffusion resistance and more obstruction of the ion movement. As for PPyGCR 
composites, the slopes of the impedance increase obviously at low frequency, 
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demonstrating good capacitive behavior without diffusion limitation. 
 The cycling electrochemical stability of the PPyGCR91 based electrode was tested 
by galvanostatic charge-discharge at a current density of 2 A g-1 (Figure 7.12). It was 
found that 84% of the original capacitance was retained after 1000 cycles in 1 M KCl 
aqueous solution, higher than the 70% retention in 1 M H2SO4, due to the more 
dominant EDL capacitive behavior of these composites in this neutral condition, 
which is consistent with the CV and EIS results. For pure PPy, only 43 and 32% of the 
original capacitance was retained in 1 M KCl and 1 M H2SO4 aqueous solutions, 
respectively. The decrease in capacity could be mainly ascribed to the degradation of 
the PPy chains during doping/de-doping processes, which would break the polymer 
chains and generate soluble oligomers, resulting in a significant loss of polymer mass 
[26]. Due to the presence of graphene sheets as substrate, the mechanical strengths of 
the composite materials can be efficiently enhanced, which is highly favourable for 
prolonged charge-discharge cycle ability. 
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Figure 7.12 Capacity retention of PPyGCR91 in 1 M KCl and 1 M H2SO4 versus the 
number of charge/discharge cycles under a current density of 2 A g-1. 
 The above results demonstrate that the electrochemical performances of the as-
prepared PPyGCR composites were greatly improved upon the incorporation of 
graphene sheets into the PPy nanowire matrix. On the one hand, the morphology of 
the conducting polymer plays a very important role in the electrochemical 
performance. PPy with 1D nanowire-like morphology in the composite material 
possesses superior electrochemical properties due to the combination of the properties 
of low-dimensional organic conductors with high surface area materials [27]. On the 
other hand, the presence of graphene sheets as a conductive material provides a large 
surface area, which enhances the utilization of PPy. The electrochemical accessibility 
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of the electrolyte through PPy was accelerated in the presence of the graphene sheets. 
The conducting network formed by GCR can accelerate charge-transfer within these 
composites. Meanwhile, the unique nanowire-sheet morphology can favour ionic 
accessibility and transportation during charging-discharging processes. Above all, the 
unique structure and design not only reduce the diffusion resistance of the electrolytes 
in the electrode material but also enhance the electrochemical performance due to the 
synergistic effect between the GCR sheets and the PPy nanowires. PPyGCR91 
exhibits the best capacitive performance in both 1 M H2SO4 and 1 M KCl with a 
specific capacitance of 177 and 182 F g-1, respectively, at a current density of 1 A g-1, 
and a specific capacitance of 492 and 214 F g-1 at a lower current density of 0.2 A g-1, 
respectively, exhibiting different capacitive behaviors and rather good electrochemical 
performance, which is comparable with the results reported recently by other groups 
[2, 3, 7-9]. 
7.4 Summary 
 PPyGCR composites with different mass ratios were prepared through a simple one 
step in situ polymerization, with PPy nanowire-GCR nanosheet morphology well 
preserved and homogeneously mixed. The as-prepared composites exhibit different 
electrochemical behaviors in 1 M H2SO4 and 1 M KCl electrolytes. Higher specific 
capacitances and more obvious pseudocapacitive behaviors can be found in the acidic 
electrolyte, while higher cycling stability and more dominant EDL capacitive 
behavior were observed in the 1 M KCl electrolyte. It can also be seen that 
PPyGCR91 exhibits the highest specific capacitance compared to other composites, 
due to possessing a larger amount of PPy nanowires, which can result in an effective 
pseudocapacitive contribution to the specific capacitance of the electrodes. A high 
specific capacitance of 492 F g-1 can be obtained for PPyGCR91 in 1 M H2SO4 at a 
current density of 0.2 A g-1 with good cycling stability. 
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Nanostructured MnO2/graphene composites for 
supercapacitor electrodes: the effect of morphology, 
crystallinity and composition 
8.1 Introduction 
 Transition metal oxides represent another type of attractive materials for 
supercapacitors apart from conducting polymers owing to the outstanding 
structural flexibility and the high specific capacitance, and pseudocapacitance is 
the predominant part in the charge storage process. MnO2 is generally considered 
to be the most promising transition metal oxides for the next generation of 
supercapacitors because of its high-energy density, low cost, environmental 
friendliness, and natural abundance [1-5]. The pseudocapacitance of MnO2 is 
mainly produced by the fast transition of Mn4+/Mn3+ occurring near the solid 
electrode surface. However, only a very thin layer of bulky MnO2 can be involved 
in the charge storage process [6]. The poor electrical conductivity and low 
accessible surface areas are two key limitations for the use of MnO2 as electrode 
for supercapacitor [7-8]. Therefore, nanostructured MnO2 can provide a relatively 
short diffusion path and high surface area to improve the utilization of 
supercapacitor electrodes. Brousse et al. evaluated the capacitances of different 
MnO2 polymorphs and thus investigated the relationship between structure and 
electrochemical properties, revealing that amorphous and 2D birnessite MnO2 
were more competitive as electrode materials for supercapacitor [9]. Chen et al. 
prepared MnO2 with different crystallographic forms (a, γ) and morphologies 
(needles, rods, and spindles) and investigated their electrochemical properties. 
Needle-like sample turned out to show higher specific capacitance [10]. Devaraj et 
al. have investigated the effect of crystallographic structure of MnO2 on its 
electrochemical capacitance properties, and found that MnO2 with a and δ 
crystallographic structures offered higher specific capacitances [11].  
 In the past few years, intensive studies have focused on combining conductive 
carbon materials (e.g., mesoporous carbon, carbon nanotubes) with MnO2 to 
optimize its electrochemical performance and loading mass [7, 12-14]. Most 
recently, graphene is doped into MnO2 to increase both the conductivity and 
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accessible surface area of the electrode materials. Chen et al. have studied 
graphene oxide-MnO2 nanocomposites for supercapacitors, a maxium specific 
capacitance of 197.2 F g-1 at 0.2 A g-1 was obtained [15]. Yan and Qian et al. have 
investigated MnO2/graphene based materials for supercapacitor applications, 
specific capacitances of 310 F g-1 at a scan rate of 2 mV s-1 and 324 F g-1 at 10 mV 
s-1 were obtained, respectively [8, 16]. Wu et al. have studied MnO2/graphene and 
graphene asymmetric electrochemical capacitors, and an energy density of 30.4 
Wh kg-1 was achieved [17]. However, the graphene materials used in these cases 
were obtained either by direct chemical reduction from graphene oxide or 
thermally expanded graphene oxide, which are still in an aggregated form and 
cannot disperse quite well in an aqueous solution. 
 Based on the well dispersed TBAOH-stabilized graphene (GTR) material 
developed previously, homogeneous MnO2/graphene nanocomposites were 
prepared for supercapacitor electrodes. In this chapter, we report a comprehensive 
study focused on electrochemical performances of nanostructured MnO2/graphene 
composites with different loading ratios. Various nanostructured MnO2, including 
amorphous spheric MnO2 (co-Mn), needle-like a-MnO2 (N-Mn) and lamellar δ-
MnO2 (T-Mn), were prepared. Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) 
stabilized graphene (GTR) was composited with corresponding MnO2 either by in-
situ chemical mixing method or by simple post-blending. GTR has good 
dispersibility in aqueous solvents and can be obtained easily in gram scale [18]. 
The mass ratio of MnO2 and GTR was varied as 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3. N-Mn/GTR 
composites show the best electrochemical performance. When the weight feed 
ratio of N-Mn to GTR is 1:1, a quite high specific capacitance of 260 F g-1 at a 
current density of 0.2 A g-1 and 108 F g-1 at 1 A g-1 are achieved. However, when 
the ratio of N-Mn to GTR is changed to 1:3, flower-like MnO2 consisting of small 
needles is decorated homogeneously on the GTR sheets. The composite exhibits 
highest specific capacitances of 280 F g-1 at 0.2 A g-1 and 136 F g-1 at 1 A g-1. 
8.2 Experimental section 
8.2.1 Synthesis of MnO2/GTR composites 
 TBAOH stabilized graphene was prepared by chemical reduction of GO in the 
presence of surfactant in water followed by filtration and washing [18]. The 
amorphous MnO2 powder synthesized by coprecipitation method was named as 
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co-Mn. Briefly, KMnO4 and MnSO4•H2O were mixed in a 2:3 molar ratio at a 
concentration of 0.5 M, leading to a dark brown precipitate. For co-Mn/GTR 
composites preparation, similar procedure was applied except different amounts of 
GTR were added to MnSO4 solution, and sonicated for 15 min before mixing with 
KMnO4 solution. The weight feed ratio of co-Mn to GTR was varied as 3:1, 1:1 
and 1:3, and the resulting composites were named as co-Mn/GTR31, co-
Mn/GTR11 and co-Mn/GTR13, respectively. 
 Composites with different feeding ratios of N-Mn/GTR were synthesized, 
named as N-Mn/GTR31, N-Mn/GTR11 and N-Mn/GTR13 accordingly. Typically, 
MnCl2•4H2O (0.18 g, 0.9 mmol) and certain amount of GTR were dispersed in 
isopropanol (50 mL) with the aid of ultrasonication for 15 min in a round-
bottomed flask. The solution was heated to approximately 83 °C equipped with a 
refluxing apparatus with vigorous stirring, and then KMnO4 (0.10 g, 0.6 mmol) 
dissolved in 5 mL of deionized (DI) water was added into the above boiling 
solution rapidly. After refluxing for 30 min, the mixture was cooled to room 
temperature. After centrifugation and washing with DI-water, the precipitate was 
dried at 80 °C in vaccum oven overnight. N-Mn was prepared similarly in the 
absence of GTR. 
 TBAOH exfoliated lamellar MnO2 was prepared as follows [19-20]. A 
stoichiometric mixture of K2CO3 and Mn2O3 was calcined at 1073 K under O2 gas 
flow for 30 h. The obtained layered K0.45MnO2 was treated with 1 M HCl solution 
and the acid-digestion procedure was repeated for 10 days. The resulting solid 
H0.13MnO2•0.7H2O (0.4 g) was washed with copious amounts of water before 
equilibrating with aqueous TBAOH (5.2 mmol, 100 mL) solution for 10 days. 
After filtration and washing with DI water, the precipitate was dried at 80 °C in 
vacuum oven overnight and named as T-Mn. T-Mn/GTR composites with different 
loading ratios were prepared through mixing T-Mn and GTR suspensions. 
Typically, of T-Mn (75 mg) and GTR (25 mg) were individually dispersed in 
aqueous TBAOH solution (0.04 M, 25 mL) by bath-sonication for 30 min. After 
vigorously stirring for 3 days, they were rapidly mixed together and vigorously 
stirred for further 7 days. The composites were collected by filtration and 
repetitively washed with water, denoted as T-Mn/GTR31. T-Mn/GTR11 and T-
Mn/GTR13 were prepared through a similar procedure by adjusting the weight 
ratio of GTR to T-Mn. 
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8.2.2 Characterization of MnO2/GTR composites  
 Samples were characterized by XRD, TGA, FESEM, TEM and XPS techniques 
(see detailed in Chapter 3). A three-electrode cell system was used to evaluate the 
electrochemical performance by EIS, CV, and galvanostatic charge-discharge 
techniques on an Autolab PGSTAT302N at room temperature. A glassy carbon 
electrode (5 mm diameter, from Autolab) was used as a substrate for the 
nanocomposite. The glassy carbon electrode was polished with a 1 μm followed by 
a 0.3 μm alumina suspension to give a mirror finish. Typically, 5 mg of a 
composite was dispersed in 1 mL of ethanol solution containing 5 μL of a nafion 
solution (5 wt.% in water) by sonication for 30 min. 20 μL of this sample was then 
dropped onto the glassy carbon electrode and dried at room temperature before the 
electrochemical test. Electrochemical tests were carried out in 0.1 M K2SO4 at 
room temperature. A platinum sheet and a AgCl/Ag electrode were used as the 
counter and the reference electrodes, respectively. 
8.3 Results and discussion 
8.3.1. Physicochemical properties of various MnO2/GTR composites 
 Figure. 8.1 shows the XRD profiles of co-Mn, N-Mn, T-Mn and their 
corresponding MnO2/GTR composites. For GTR, the diffraction peaks at 2θ = 22.5 
and 43.0° can be attributed to the graphite-like structure (0 0 2) and (1 0 0), 
respectively. The amorphous nature of the as-synthesized co-MnO2 powder was 
confirmed by broad peaks, which related to a poorly crystallized compound. For 
co-Mn/GTR composites, the weak broad peaks of co-Mn around 25.4 degrees and 
shoulder peak at 41.1 degrees somewhat overlap with peaks from GTR at 22.5 and 
43.0 degrees. However, diffraction peaks from GTR become more obvious with 
the increasing loading ratio of GTR in these composites. It can be concluded from 
XRD patterns that the amorphous character of co-Mn was reserved and no obvious 
change in the structure of GTR when mixing with co-Mn. As shown in Figure 
8.1b, the diffraction peaks of N-Mn can be assigned to the tetragonal phase  
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Figure 8.1 XRD patterns of (a) co-Mn, GTR and co-Mn/GTR composites; (b) N-Mn, 
GTR and N-Mn/GTR composites; (c) T-Mn, GTR and TMn/GTR composites. 
of a-MnO2, showing low degree of the crystallinity. For N-Mn/GTR31 and N-
Mn/GTR11, the characteristic peaks from N-Mn were well preserved while peaks 
from GTR can hardly be seen, indicating that homogeneous composites are formed 
with the surface of graphene sheets covered by needle-like nanoscale MnO2 [8]. 
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However, for N-Mn/GTR13, the XRD pattern was slightly different from N-Mn, 
N-Mn/GTR31 and N-Mn/GTR11, indicating slight changes on morphology and 
crystallinity in this composite. As shown in Figure. 8.1c, T-Mn sample was highly 
crystalline, and can be indexed to a monoclinic phase of birnessite-type MnO2, 
which exhibits a layered structure with a basal distance of 0.71 nm according to 
Bragg equation [21]. In T-Mn/GTR composites, T-Mn sample was highly 
crystalline with a similar diffraction pattern and no peaks from GTR can be seen. 
However, intensity of peaks from T-Mn becomes weaker when the loading of GTR 
is increased, suggesting the presence of GTR.  
 Representative Raman spectra of various MnO2/GTR composites at a ratio of 
1:1 are listed in Figure. 8.2. Prominent peaks at 570 and 650 cm-1 are characteristic 
peaks of Mn-O lattice vibrations [22, 23]. D band at 1352 cm-1 and G band at 1594 
cm-1 reveal the presence of GTR [24-26]. The electronic structure of MnO2/GTR 
composites was investigated by XPS. (Figure 8.3) The peaks of Mn (2p3/2, 2p1/2), 
O1s and C1s can be observed in the survey spectra. The Mn 2p3/2 peak is centered 
at 642.6 eV and Mn 2p1/2 peak at 654.2 eV, with a spin-energy separation of 11.6 
eV, suggesting the formation of MnO2 [27]. 
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Figure 8.3 XPS survey spectra and narrow spectra of Mn 2p peaks for co-Mn/GTR31, 





 The compositions of as prepared MnO2/GTR composites were further 
investigated by TGA (Figure 8.4). The experiments were performed till 800 °C in 
air flow at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1. In this condition, the GTR sheets were 
burned up while MnO2 turned into Mn2O3 [11]. Figure 8.4a illustrates 
representative TGA curves of N-Mn, GTR and N-Mn/GTR composites. Typically, 
the weight loss of N-Mn, N-Mn/GTR11 and GTR is found to be 15.0%, 29.6% and 
100%, respectively. Accordingly, the mass ratio of MnO2 to GTR can be derived 
to 1.3/1. The mass ratios of MnO2/GTR for all composites are estimated and listed 
in Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1 List of the composition and specific capacitances of all composites and BET 
surface area of some materials 
Samples MnO2/GTR 
 
Average specific capacitance 
[F g-1] 






  1 A g-1 0.5 A g-1 0.2 A g-1 1 A g- 0.5 A g-1 0.2 A g-1  
co-Mn  35 60 110     
N-Mn  48 65 120     
T-Mn  50 69 107     
GTR  54 60 74     
co-
Mn/GTR31 
7.5/1 48 71 140 47 72 149 122 
co-
Mn/GTR11 
1.3/1 38 65 114 26 69 144  
co-
Mn/GTR13 
1/2.8 76 87 102 139 164 182  
N-
Mn/GTR31 
4.8/1 64 88 172 66 94 192 63 
N-
Mn/GTR11 
1.2/1 108 145 260 152 214 412 25 
N-
Mn/GTR13 
1/1.7 136 167 280 276 349 631 82 
T-
Mn/GTR31 
4.6/1 92 122 188 100 136 213 28 
T-
Mn/GTR11 
1.3/1 90 115 177 117 156 255  
T-
Mn/GTR13 









































































Figure 8.4 TGA curves of co-Mn, GTR, and co-Mn/GTR composites (a) N-Mn, GTR 
and N-Mn/GTR composites (b) and T-Mn, GTR, and T-Mn/GTR composites (c). 
 The morphology and structure of as prepared MnO2/GTR composites were 
further studied by SEM and TEM (Figure 8.5, 8.6 and Figure 8.7, 8.8). It can be 
seen that the as-prepared co-Mn is made of spherical grains, and its palpus-like 
periphery was confirmed by TEM image (Figure 8.6a, 8.8a) [14]. Figure 8.5a 
shows the SEM image of co-Mn/GTR31. The co-Mn nano-grains aggregate to 
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form network structure and GTR was embedded inside. It can also be found that 
some MnO2 collapsed to form porous sheet structure on the surface of graphene 
sheets due to the presence of GTR (Figure 8.7b) [28]. 
 
Figure 8.5 SEM images of co-Mn/GTR31 (a), N-Mn/GTR31 (b), N-Mn/ GTR13 (c), 
and T-Mn/GTR31 (d). 
 The palpus-like periphery character of co-Mn was preserved in co-Mn/GTR 
composites. It can be seen that needle-like MnO2 itself tends to agglomerate 
spontaneously and forms big particles (Figure 8.6b). On the contrary, for N-
Mn/GTR31 and N-Mn/GTR11, SEM and TEM images show that nano-needles of 
MnO2 were slightly agglomerate and GTR were homogeneously surrounded with 
needle-like MnO2. However, as for N-Mn/GTR13, MnO2 formed was slightly 
different from needle-like morphology, which is consistent with the XRD data. It 
can be seen that flower-like MnO2 decorated on the surface of graphene sheets and 
the folding and wrinkled characters of GTR were well preserved (Figure 8.5c). 
However, at high magnification, a tiny needle-like structure was observed for 
these MnO2 particles, as shown in Figure 8.7d, e. In this case, the pseudo-
capacitive character of MnO2 can be effectively utilized, and GTR also acted as 
electronic conductive channels to improve the electrochemical utilization of 
MnO2. Meanwhile, the morphology is supposed to stabilize the three-dimensional 




Figure 8.6 SEM images of (a) co-Mn, (b) N-Mn, (c) T-Mn, (d) co-Mn/GTR11, (e) 
co-Mn/GTR13, (f) N-Mn/GTR11, (g) T-Mn/GTR11, and (h)T-Mn/GTR13. 
lead to higher capacitance and longer cycling life. In addition, N-Mn/GTR13 has a 
comparable specific surface area due to this specific morphology. Samples of T-
Mn were composed of plate-like crystals with a lateral dimension of submicron. 
Since GTR adopted a stacked layered structure with diameters of a few 
micrometers, plate-like T-Mn can coat homogeneously on the surface of GTR 
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sheets, and the curved character of GTR sheets was still preserved, which can be 
seen from Figure 8.5d and Figure 8.7f. However, plate-like T-Mn was not 
exfoliated completely and the thickness may limit the electrochemical 
performance of T-Mn/GTR composites. 
 
Figure 8.7 TEM images of co-Mn/GTR31 (a and b), N-Mn/GTR31 (c), N-
Mn/GTR13 (d and e), and T-Mn/GTR31 (f). 
 
Figure 8.8 TEM images of (a) co-Mn, (b) N-Mn, (c) T-Mn, (d) co-Mn/GTR11, (e) co-
Mn/GTR13, (f) N-Mn/GTR11, (g) T-Mn/GTR11, and (h) T-Mn/GTR13. 
 The specific surface areas of co-Mn/GTR31, T-Mn/GTR31 and N-Mn/GTR 
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composites are listed in Table 8.1. co-Mn/GTR31 and N-Mn/GTR13 exhibit 
higher specific surface areas than other composites due to their unique 
morphologies, as discussed above. 
8.3.2 Electrochemical behavior of MnO2, GTR, and MnO2/GTR composites 














































































































Figure 8.9 CV curves of different composite electrodes (a-c) in 0.1M K2SO4 at 100 
mV s-1 and galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of GTR and some MnO2/GTR 
composites (d). 
 The performance of various nanostructured MnO2/GTR composites with 
different loading ratios as electrode materials for supercapacitor was investigated 
by standard cyclic voltommetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge technique 
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The CV of the different 
composite electrodes in 0.1 M K2SO4 (aq.) within a potential window from -0.2 to 
0.8 V (vs AgCl/Ag) at 100 mV s-1 are shown in Figure 8.9a-c. The CV curve of 
GTR has a nearly rectangular shape, which is characteristic of an electric double 
layer capacitance (EDLC). However, the specific capacitance of GTR is quite low, 
indicating not much contribution from GTR to the specific capacitance of these 
composite materials under this condition. It can be seen that all CVs show 
approximate mirror images and a rapid current response on voltage reversal at 
each end potential. This is indicative of ideal capacitive behavior of the materials 
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[29, 30]. It can be seen from Figure 8.9a that there is no obvious difference of the 
CVs between co-Mn, co-Mn/GTR31 and co-Mn/GTR11, which may due to the 
aggregation of MnO2 nanospheres during the coprecipitation process. In this case, 
graphene sheets were embedded in the MnO2 network and the surface area of 
MnO2 was not utilized effectively due to the low conductivity, resulting in the low 
electrochemical performance, which was further confirmed through the EIS study. 
As for N-Mn/GTR and T-Mn/GTR composites, an increasing magnitude of the 
current and a more rectangular type of voltammogram curves with the increasing 
loading of GTR can be clearly seen in Figure 8.9b, indicating a more ideal 
capacitive nature of these materials. 
 The average specific capacitance values, Cavg (F g-1) of the samples were 




V m             (4.1) 
where I is charge-discharge current (A), Δt is the discharge time (s), ΔV is the 
potential change during discharge process, and m is the mass of active material in 
a single electrode (g). 
 Figure 8.9d presents the representative charge/discharge curves at a current 
density of 0.2 A g-1 for some as-prepared materials. Charge-discharge curves of 
various MnO2/GTR composites are highly linear and symmetrical, indicating 
excellent electrochemical reversibility and charge-discharge properties. The 
pseudocapacitance due to manganese oxide (CMnO2) in the composite has been 
calculated by subtracting the EDLC capacitance contributed by the pure carbon 
substrate according to the following equation: 
CMnO2 = (Cavg - CC × C%)/Mn%        (8.2) 
where Cavg and CC are the specific capacitance of MnO2/GTR composites and pure 
GTR, C% and Mn% are the weight percentages of GTR and MnO2 in the 
composites. 
 All specific capacitance data at different current loadings are collected in Table 
8.1. The specific capacitances of co-Mn/GTR31, co-Mn/GTR11 and co-
Mn/GTR13 are 140, 114, and 102 F g-1 at a current density of 0.2 A g-1, 
respectively, which is consistent with the conclusion from CVs above. For N-
Mn/GTR composites, with the increasing ratio of GTR in N-Mn/GTR composites, 
the average specific capacitance of N-Mn/GTR was greatly improved, from 64 F g-
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1 for N-Mn/GTR31 to 136 F g-1 for N-Mn/GTR13 at 1 A g-1. In this case, the 
synergetic effect of N-Mn and GTR was excellently performed. Needle-like or 
flower-like MnO2 coated homogeneously on conductive graphene sheet, can 
promote both the electrochemical utilization of MnO2 and the electrical 
conductivity of the electrode. As for T-Mn/GTR composites, T-Mn/GTR11 and T-
Mn/GTR13 also show quite good capacitances. The specific capacitance decreases 
with the increasing loading of GTR, which may due to the less amount of active 
material MnO2 in the composites. To some extent, the thickness of lamellar-MnO2 
limits its electrochemical performance, which is consistent with the conclusion of 
TEM study. T-Mn/GTR31 exhibits a better electrochemical performance of 92 F 
g-1 than composites with other compositions. The highest specific capacitance 
obtained is 280 F g-1 at a current density of 0.2 A g-1 from N-Mn/GTR13, and 631 
F g-1 for MnO2 exclusively, which is comparable with the results reported by other 
groups recently [8, 15-17]. 











































































Figure 8.10 (a-c) Nyquist plots of different composite electrodes. (d) Cyclelife tests of 
co-Mn/GTR11, N-Mn/GTR31, N-Mn/GTR13 and T-Mn/ GTR31 at 1.5 A g-1. 
 Impedance measurements were performed for all the composites by the EIS as 
shown in Figure 8.10a-c. The electrolyte used is a 0.1 M K2SO4 aqueous solution. 
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The EIS data were analyzed using Nyquist plots. The Nyquist plots consists of 
three parts: i) a semicircle in the high-to-medium frequencies region, only for pure 
MnO2 and MnO2/GTR31 composites, attributing to the poor electrical conductivity 
of these materials, the starting cross point at indicating the contact resistance, 
while semicircle representing the charge transport resistance; ii) a straight line 
with a slope of 45° in the low-frequency range, which corresponds to semi-infinite 
Warburg impedance resulting from the frequency dependence of ion 
diffusion/transport in the electrolyte; and iii) a vertical line at the very low 
frequencies, which is due to the accumulation of ions at the bottom of the pores of 
the electrode [31]. The almost vertical line demonstrates a good capacitive 
behavior without diffusion limitation, as can be seen from curve of GTR and T-
Mn/GTR13. co-MnO2/GTR13, N-Mn/GTR13 and T-Mn/GTR composites show 
negligible Warburg region on the Nyquist plots, which can be ascribed to the short 
and equal diffusion path length of the ions in the electrolyte. It is obviously that 
the impedances of these materials are significantly improved with the increasing 
loading of GTR. These findings have proved that the homogeneous dispersion of 
nano-sized manganese dioxide particles could reduce the diffusion length of ions 
within the pseudoactive phase, ensuring a high utilization of the active materials. 
 Since long cycle life is very important to the electrochemical capacitor, the 
stability of the active material in the electrolyte was tested using the galvanostatic 
charge/discharge at a current density of 1.5 A g-1. The specific capacitances of co-
Mn/GTR11, N-Mn/GTR31, N-Mn/GTR13 and T-Mn/GTR31 exhibited good 
cycling stability, with 79%, 86%, 93% and 83% of the original capacitance 
retained after 1000 cycles, as demonstrated in Figure 8.10d. Compared with pure 
co-Mn (31%), N-Mn (33%) and T-Mn (38%) (not shown), MnO2/GTR electrodes 
show improved cycling stability, suggesting they are good candidates as materials 
for supercapacitor electrodes. 
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Figure 8.11 CV curves (a) and galvanostatic charge-discharge curves (b) comparison 
between N-Mn/GTR11 and physically mixed N-Mn/GTR at a ratio of 1:1. 
 N-Mn was also physically mixed with GTR using a mortar at a ratio of 1:1. In 
comparison with the N-Mn/GTR11 composite(108 F g-1), a much lower average 
specific capacitance (72 F g-1) (Figure 8.11) was obtained. Comparied with the 
simple physical mixing method, more homogenous composites structures and 
higher electrochemical performance can be expected for in situ chemical mixing 
method, which is in accordance with the previous reported studies [32]. 
8.4 Summary 
 We carried out a comprehensive study of the electrochemical performance of 
co-MnO2/GTR, N-MnO2/GTR and T-MnO2/GTR. Different loading ratios of 
MnO2 and graphene are used to investigate the synergetic effects. N-Mn/GTR 
composites showed better performance compared with the other two systems. With 
the GTR loading increasing, the aggregation of MnO2 particles can be suppressed 
and tiny needle structure MnO2 are found to be homogenously dispersed with GTR 
sheets. Thus, the psudocapacitance from MnO2 is more effectively utilized and 
higher specific capacitances are obtained. A high average specific capacitance of 
280 F g-1 can be achieved at 0.2 A g-1, and the specific capacitance for MnO2 was 
631 F g-1. In addition, these MnO2/graphene materials show good cycling stability. 
We believe that this systematic work can provide a clue for the upcoming studies 
focusing on graphene/metal oxide composites as electrode for supercapacitor.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 Conclusions 
 A series of graphene based materials, including surfactant intercalated reduced 
graphene oxide, conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids intercalated 
reduced graphene oxide, graphene/polyaniline nanofiber composites, 
graphene/polypyrrole nanowire composites and nanostructured MnO2/graphene 
composites have been prepared, characterized and evaluated as supercapacitor 
electrodes. From this thesis, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) A series of surfactant intercalated, chemically reduced graphene oxide can be 
prepared on the gram scale by a facile method, which includes intercalation of 
GO by the corresponding surfactant followed by reduction using hydrazine. 
The surfactants intercalated between graphene sheets can inhibit aggregation 
of graphene sheets during the reduction process and allow graphene materials 
to be readily dispersed into aqueous solvents. Meanwhile, the presence of 
surfactants in graphene materials can enhance the wettibility of the electrode 
surface in the electrolyte and thus improve the specific capacitance.  
(2) Conjugated polyfluorene imidazolium ionic liquids (PILs) intercalated reduced 
graphene oxide materials were prepared for supercapacitor electrodes. Two 
polyfluorene homo-polymer (hoPIL) and co-polymer (co-PIL) carrying hexyl 
imidazolium bromide side chains were synthesized, and their corresponding 
intercalated reduced graphene oxide materials hoPIL-RGO and coPIL-RGO 
exhibited good electrochemical performance in aqueous electrolytes as well as 
in ionic liquid electrolyte 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate 
(BMIMBF4). Conjugated PILs intercalated between graphene sheets can 
effectively prevent the agglomeration of graphene sheets during reduction 
through π-π interactions due to their unique electronic backbones. Meanwhile, 
imidazolium bromide moieties contained in conjugated PILs may also improve 
the surface wettability of electrode materials and result in better 
electrochemical performance. High specific capacitances of 222 F g-1 at a 
current density of 0.2 A g-1 and 132 F g-1 at 0.5 A g-1 were obtained for coPIL-
RGO in 6 M KOH and BMIMBF4 accordingly. When assembled into a 
symmetric two-electrode cell with graphene materials as electrode and 
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BMIMBF4/acetonitrile (1:1) as electrolyte, an energy density of 14.7 Wh kg-1 
was obtained for coPIL-RGO at a current density of 0.5 A g-1, and a maximum 
power density of 347 kW kg-1 was achieved for hoPIL-RGO at a current 
density of 5 A g-1 with good cycling stability. 
(3)  A series of homogeneous surfactants-stabilized graphene/PANI-F composites 
was prepared through a simple one-step in situ polymerization method. A 
homogeneous dispersion of individual graphene within the polymer matrix 
was achieved due to the good dispersibility of SSG in aqueous phase. The 
morphology and electrochemical properties of both components were well 
preserved due to the mild reaction conditions. High specific capacitances were 
achieved for most composites with good cycling stability. In this study, due to 
the well preserved properties of PANI-F, the significant improvement of total 
specific capacitance of SSG/PANI-F composites is mainly attributed to the 
pseudocapacitance of PANI-F, and the SSG may act as a template and 
conducting material. Thus, a modified PANI/SSG ratio of 9:1 with higher 
capacitance can be achieved with the highest specific capacitance of 526 F g-1 
at a current density of 0.2 A g-1.  
(4) PPyGCR composites with different mass ratios were prepared through a 
simple one step in situ polymerization, with PPy nanowire-GCR nanosheet 
morphology well preserved and homogeneously mixed. The as-prepared 
composites exhibited different electrochemical behaviors in 1 M H2SO4 and 1 
M KCl electrolytes. Higher specific capacitances and more obvious 
pseudocapacitive behaviors could be found in the acidic electrolyte, while 
higher cycling stability and more dominant EDL capacitive behavior were 
observed in the 1 M KCl electrolyte. PPyGCR91 exhibits the highest specific 
capacitance compared to other composites, due to possessing a larger amount 
of PPy nanowires, which can result in an effective pseudocapacitive 
contribution to the specific capacitance of the electrodes. A high specific 
capacitance of 492 F g-1 could be obtained for PPyGCR91 in 1 M H2SO4 at a 
current density of 0.2 A g-1 with good cycling stability. 
(5) A comprehensive study of the electrochemical performance of co-MnO2/GTR, 
N-MnO2/GTR and T-MnO2/GTR was carried out. Different loading ratios of 
MnO2 and graphene were used to investigate the synergetic effects. It is found 
that the morphology, crystallinity and composition all play important roles in 
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the capacitor performance. N-Mn/GTR composites with high surface area and 
good crystallinity show better performance compared with the other two 
systems. With the GTR loading increasing, the aggregation of MnO2 particles 
can be suppressed and tiny needle structured MnO2 is found to be 
homogeneously dispersed with GTR sheets. In this case, the synergetic effect of 
N-Mn and GTR is excellently demonstrated. Needle-like or flower-like MnO2 
coated homogeneously on a conductive graphene sheet can promote both the 
electrochemical utilization of MnO2 and the electrical conductivity of the 
electrode. Thus, the pseudocapacitance from MnO2 is more effectively utilized 
and higher specific capacitances are obtained. A high average specific 
capacitance of 280 F g-1 could be achieved for N-Mn/GTR13 at a current 
density of 0.2 A g-1, and the specific capacitance for MnO2 was 631 F g-1. 
9.2 Recommendations 
 Electrode materials are essential for realizing high electrochemical performance 
supercapacitors. Graphene-based materials as electrodes for energy storage devices 
will continue to obtain research attention due to the unique properties. In this thesis 
work, improvement on energy storage capacity was achieved by the preparation of 
modified graphene materials as well as combination of both EDL capacitance and 
pseudo-capacitance. Recommendations for the future research work are discussed as 
follows. 
 Firstly, graphene materials are easily suffered from agglomeration during materials 
processing and device fabrication process, which often results in low actual surface 
area. Porous 3D graphene with well-defined and cross-linked structure can not only 
prevent the restacking of graphene sheets, but also allows electrolytes to freely diffuse 
inside and through the network. Meanwhile, the continuously interconnected porous 
structure can also serve as robust matrix for accommodating metal oxide and 
conducting polymers for supercapacitor application. Graphene with porous 3D 
hierarchical structure can be obtained by making use of chemical/physical activation, 
and KOH activation is most commonly used to prepare highly porous materials with 
large specific surface area. Templating methods, including hard-templating method 
and soft-templating method, are also effective for producing materials with well 
controlled pore size distribution and regulary interconnected pore structure. Porous 
3D graphene based materials taking the advantages of both graphene and 
pseudocapacitive materials exhibit improved energy storage capacity due to a 
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synergistic effect, which are promising for high performance supercapacitor 
electrodes. Design and fabrication of proper hybrid systems to optimize both the EDL 
capacitance and pseudo-capacitance of the active materials are good research 
direction in supercapacitors application.  
 Secondly, with respect to the configuration of supercapacitor cells, asymmetric 
supercapacitors are believed to be the future research focus. The asymmetric systems 
can combine both the merits of two electrodes, offering an attractive alternative to 
improve the cell voltage, energy and power densities. Pseudo-capacitive metal oxide 
based electrodes can be assembled into asymmetric configuration with 
electrochemical double-layer based graphene materials to afford a greatly enhanced 
specific capacitance and significantly improved energy density. Meanwhile, flexible, 
light and all-solid-state energy storage devices integrated solid polymer electrolyte 
with high energy and power densities will continue to gain increased research 
attention due to their promise in integration into stretchable and wearable electronics. 
  
 
 
 
